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CHAPTER I
,·.

!PRE PROBLEM

In a major war suoh as we have at t.hs present time
'the schools of the nation are faced with many perplexing
, problems.
gove~nments

Volwnes of literature from the federal and state
are concerned with schools of every type in re•

·lation to the war effort.

·
'

Now, after several years of war

: 'the
writer has attempted to appraise work done in California
...
\

'

schools.
A condition of war is not the only kind of a national

emergency.

~or

the second time in the short span of a de-

cade, .the J:Johoole are engaged in an all-out effort in a national orisis.

Aooording to Roms Gans ••••••

ft~he

records of the schools of this country in t~me of
crisis is one of which they may well be proud. During
the depression years, the schools aided the millions of
children, youths, and adults who were in danger of becoming the viotims of a survival-of-the~eoonomio-fittest
catastrophe ••••••
Now, before many of the schools have re,oaptured thei.r
eoo:rlomio and professional status of pre"-depression years,
another major task confronts them, one of even greater
scope and more far-reaching consequences - oooperati~
in the country's total effort in a world revolution. tt
ft~oday

we must assume· police functions to provide a oroseguard to protect the children as they stream adross
an intersection of a traffic-swollen arterial. We must
increase the tempo of stamp sales with campaigns to ourtail lavish and wasteful spending by the children. We
must give more time to oounselling both pupils and parents
to overcome the negative effeots of the partioipation of
mothers in war work • n2
·
~ng

1.'

·.

,Roma Ge.ns. "The War and YoUl'lg Children, ft
Co.l;tege Reoord, p. 251. (January, 1943)

Teachers

·.. 2ltolf. B.' Learned, "An Emerge nay Remedial Reading Pro•
gram." , Oilifornia, .Journal of Elementary Eduo.ation, 'Vol. III,
pp. 39oi.4!. (Iugust, 1944)

·.

': :·;
:,'

.··

•'

.... ·.

r

:.:.·

Paul

v.

McNutt gives the following estimate of educa-

.··;

tion in wartime:

··:.'

;;

•'l·.

•

';

',•

i

1

.,~he. government needs the aid of education today as it
never did in the history of our nation. Our sohools are
part of our victory assembly lines. Our schools are also
part of the Navy and Army training program. Victory may
yet be the product of our educational preparedness."l

The whole problem of education for youth in this present

··i.

·.....' ...

day dEimocracy is impounded in the awareness of the problme of
the war:· the problems of winning the war and sEHl·uring a

last~

· .ing peace.

In a democracy the school system is an important unit
in the community.

::;

. · .;>>

..

;.

:

'

'

.. ~

..

. >·

~It is a far more important and efficient unit than is
_sometimes recognized by those who pay the bill for education, and i't is a far more important unit of society than
is recognized by teachers and administrators who do not
recognize the importance of their fllncti on because they
are too olosely involved in the development of the most
valuable assets of the community; the youth who are on
their way to becoming. the future citizens of the Nation.
The school as a unit of the community in 1i)le reconstruction period must assume a closer relationship to home
and community living and to the agencies which contribute
to 'the wage earning capacity of the community. The daJ
is past when the e ohools can remain aloof from the aotivi:t;ies and interests of the factory owners and .workers
on the other side of the railroad tracks, and from the
business houses on Main Street, and from the retail
merchants on the side avenues. Whatever happens in
thea& ocoupational areas a:ffaota the school and the
lleople who are responsible. "2

· ; ·' A comprehensive program of education to meet the total

war progl"am must be complete enough to provide for all youth
··

·, 1 :Paul V• McNutt, ,.:News No.tes," The Western Journal
.. pf E'dueati.on, Volume XLIX. No. 2, p. 5. (f1ebruary; 1943)

·. .. · ... 2John A. MoOarthy, ..Preparation for More Effe'Ctive
Living,rt Eduoation for Victory, Volume 3, No. 13, p. 4.
(Je.nue.ry 3, 194!>)

•

·.·.-.,

'.t

. ..•.. .. ,... 1""

.

'.,

..........,.... ·•.···-·• ..

the type of educati.on which will enable them to realize
zna~imum

individual grOJV'th and self-development. as well as

, ~ · . to. insul'e social well-being and progress throughout the en-

.. ' .....
.t.
· ·:·

:tir.e, learning period.

··'···
·;1.'-.··

There is no way to improve the world

..

' .:exeept to improve human life • . OUr greatest national resources are human v.alues.
cortcern to the modern

The way children learn is of muoh

school~

and under the

normal children learn easily and happily.

right_guiaanD~·------------~

Children shall

live demoaratically in schools because democratic pupil liv-

•• 1

ing ia the best way of pupil living.
Aooord:tng to the Educational Polioies Commission the

... ,

tlementary eohool should seek to accomplish at least the following results during the war years:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
\

6.

7.
.. ,

.

;

a.

'\.

,. · ·

"!l!o lay a sound foundation of skills and habits of
accuracy in reading, writing, and arithmetic.
To maintain the greatest possible security, and self
eonfidenoe among all children.
To promote good health.
To provide opportunities for community service, both
of a wartime and peacetime nature.
To expand and improve the teaching of cul.tural and
physical geogrSJ!hY.
r
To emphasize the ideals of freedom and equality for
Whi~h we are fighting.
To enrich the artistic, literary, and musical experiences of the children and the community, partly
as a tool for self-realization in childhood and adult
life.
To foster citizenship education with the result that
a. We must win the war •
b. We must have faith in the future.
·e. We must keep the ideals of democracy alive.
d. We ·must aooept our Republic's share of responsi• ·
bility for world ordar.
e. We must develop practical plans of internation. al c.ooperation.
f. We must limit national sovereignty.

g.

We must adopt economic policies COfSiStent
with ou:r ideals of human freedom." ·

St~tement

of the

proble~.

The purpose of this

stu~

was (1) to determine to what extant the schools of California
. were prepared to meet the total war program; (2) to determine
and analyse conditions pre sent in are as most affected by war
. industries;

(3)

to determine and analyse conditions in areas

~----',·lee.st~e.-t-:eeated-;-(-4-)-to~d-s-ts-m-i-ns-tha~ca-usa~a-~·ul-a-f-faot-of-t-ha--'-------c--~

war on the pupils of elementary school age, both in rural
i'

and ur.ban areas; (5) to determine and present procedures applicable to the economic good of the child· in regard to housing, rationing, transportation, and recreation; (6) to understand the part played by the Federal and State governments
in meeting the needs of the school a.nd the child during the
'

war p$.riod; and (7) to e.stimate future conditions of the
schools and determine possible school policies.
Importance of the study.

The National Education As-

sociation has been very active in voicing
gency war problems.

t~~

national emer-

One of the most cogent expressions was

prepared by Harding .and is quoted at le·ngth.
~Increased emphasis upon the realities of the war
and the role which children of appropriate ages can
play in·total mobilization. Improve the morale of
children who have reached the maturity of realization by encouraging their actual participation in
war aetivities on the home front. Add to their feel. ing of responsibility and worth by recognition of
activities and services.
2. Give psychological preparation for withstanding shook,

1.

time,"
1943J

lEducatiohal Policies Commission, "Schools in'WarSierra Educational News, Volume 39, p. 35. (Fabruaryi

5

horror, and emotional reactions. Direct the school
instruction and activities toward preparing for and
preventing such emotional and psychological dis.turbances. Straightforward discussion upon children's
le~ele of understanding, is one of the most effective
ways of m~intaining a healthy and emotional balance.
Co-ordinate the in~school instructional program end
the wartime activities and services of children.
ModifY the school instruction to make war services
moi'e. effective. Utilize the odd jobs, campaigns •
and drives in which children engage to make 'regular'
instruction more concrete, meaningful, and vital to
the pupil.

· 3.

-'-------'-c-~~~-4-.~!!od-i-t-y-t-he-eou-l"-ee-s.f-e-tud~-:!.-n~e.~-1-waN-e~w-he-I'e-ne.e-de·~~~------'-~

and lacks become apparent and more :fUnctional instruction can be offered.
· a. Modify the usual treatment of geography de·
creasing the attention period to capitals of
states, population of cities, and other such
minutiae, and increasing emphasis upon global
relationships of continents and peoples. An
elementary treatment of inter-continental
flight is suggested for the upper grades,
utilizing science, geography, and mathematics.
b. Increase emphasis upon arithmetic with special
attention to reasoning, quantitative relation•
ships, and problem solving. Materials of instruction should be more practical, directly
related to contemporary problems and conditions, and should utilize the already-strong
interest of children in road and rail transportation, gasoline and rubber consumption,
airplane flights, rationing of food and gasoline and other such importa.~t and pertinent
problems.
,;
o. Modification, in the upper grades, of thW
history and civics courses to include a simple
treatment of the elements of geo-politics.
Such knowledge will be a fundamental when our
present elementary pupils become responsible
for world reconstruction. There should be increased attention to the meaning o~ democracy,
in practice as well ns in precept, its relation to the war and the responsibilities of
each individual to the social system. In con•
oepts within their levels of understanding,
children should consider th$ causes of the
present war, problems and issues involved •.
and the development of an enduring peace. for
to them will fall the brunt of the 1 burden of
reconstructing the postwar world."

(

.I:;·:·'

.. \

.·

.

··~·•

Lowr~ W. Harding, "Wartime Elementary Education,"
Jo.'!fna;t of the l!lational Education Aaaooiati,on, Volume 32,

... P• 48.

1

(:D'e'S~uary,

1943)

··

.'. ·,

6

According to an article in The.Elemep.tari' Schoo}.
Journal the needra resulting from the war and 'which have implication for the elementary school ohildren are:
1.
2.
~~~--~o.

4.

"Duties and responsibilities oocaaioned by Atnarioa'e
war effort are creating new administrative and
aupervieory problema in elementary eductation and intensifying many former ones.
Principles and supervisors are doing less supervision
characterized as creative and democratic.
T-e-a-on-e--x-s-;-having as sum ea~s~o~m"-c-a~n':"'y~c~o"":mm~u~n~i':t:t=y----=r~e-:::s=p-:::o=n-:::s~i---~-~~-=
bilities have been unable to do justice to their responsibility of guidance in this total war program.
Good teachers are b~corning difficult to procure,
especially for those teaching positions which offer
oomparftively smHll salaries or less desirable looa-.
tion."
It is increasingly evident that, even during a nation-

al crisis, many people and teachers continue to regard the
elementary school as an institution solely devoted to the
teaching of previously selected items of knowledge without
reference to current changes or the reality of present problems.

At no time in history have children had greater prob-

lems or have the responsibility and opportunity of the school
for doing a significant job of educating .been more che.lleng-

ing.
The objective of this writer is to study the elementary schools of the State of California and to determine to
what extent the schools are attempting to adjust their programs to the program of total war.

This was d.one by study-

ing various reports on Californie, conditions and by a questionnaire sent by the writer to principals. vice principals.
1 "Educational News and Editorial Comment," Elementary School Journal, Volume 43, p. 567. (June, 1943)
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teachers, and to a few superintendents.
Organization of the study.
general attitude of present

~ay

Chapter II presents a

writers and educators re-

garding Elementary Education and the Total War Program; a
study of major trends; schools and problem areas; and the
eouraes of data collected.
Chapter III deals with oor:ununity problems such as
transportation; health and sanitation; working mothers; eta.
Chapter IV considers the role of the school - its
needs and responsibilities with regard to the Total War Program.

The curriculum, teachers' problems, and the schools'

responsibility toward the war effort are some of the topics
undex discussion.
Chapter V deals with the writer's questionnaire; a detailed •account of the returns and how to ;read t.ne- graphs.
Chapter VI presents the summary of the study with
oonalus ions.

CHAPT-mR II
A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE FROM THE NATIONAL VIEWPOINT

In a study such as this it is almost imposaibl$ to review the vast amount of literature in the field.

However, an

attempt has been made to quote those writers who present
general viewpoints on the subject.

Most of these authors

~re

writing from a national viewpoint and this serves as a comparis orr--for cari-fornia condi-t-ions.

"As World War II progresses, the problems which it creates

:for children have received an increa.sed amount of attention. The Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor has been a leader in this area of activity.
In the article, 'The War, Education, and Society,' parents
aretadvised to pr~pare children for defense by treating
their problems normally, not emotionally. Frank discussion of facts about the war and the particuls.r situation
of the family are preferable because they help to get rid
of imagined horrors."
Hambro states ••••••
··~hat democratic education should breed in young people
a deeper and more passionate conviction of the external
values of life. Democratic education must produce valiant soldiers of peace, builders of new freedom, men of
willing and glad sacrifice, we can never: win a lasting
peace.
In moat democratic countries people have taken democracy
for granted, they have taken the four freedoms for granted, as part of their heritage. But a man can no more be
born to certain dispositions, facilities and usages, but
he has to acquire for himself the vital truths and vital
force. Democracy can never be statia." 2

Past influences.
"~he Europeans were convinced from the way in which
American soldiers successfully carried on that there must

lcharles Hoffer, "The War, Education, and Society,"
Review of Educational Research, Volume 13, p. 7. (February,

!94!3)

2o.J. Hambro, How to Win the. Peace, P• 116 •.
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be something about the schools of a free, democratic
nation that made young me~competent and resourceful
to an exceptional degree." .
·
Effort must be made now to prepare every young per. eon for tha future by multiplying.many fold all the virtues
that were exhibited by the soldiers who fought in 191'1 and
.1918.

T.he men who were in the American Expeditionary Forces

le.arned something about the importance of keeping fit and de-

out doors.
Great advances have been made in the development of

a program of personal and publio health.

Judd states that

t'initiative, resourcefulness, and health will be in great
demand whatever comas. These virtues would be worth
cultivating even if there were no war. They are now essential, first, to the surviva.l of the nation, and second,
to the reoonstruction of a world shattered at the end of
the war."~
"At the time
oonditions.
only $655 in
buying power
Many schools

of the last war our schools faced grave
The average annual .teacher's salary stood at
1917. Living coste rose sharply, cutting
almost in half. Teachers left schools.
closed. Delinquency increQ.eed. n;?

During this period the National Education Association
moved to Washington, D. c., developed a tre.ine d staff • began
publication of the Journal, established the Division of Researob and took the problems of the schools to the people.
As Strayer states •••••••
1 Charles Judd, .America. Organizes to Win the War, P•· 303.
2:tbid., p. 304.
3G~orge P. Strayer, "N.EA War and Peace Fund," The
Jourlial of the National Eduaat ion Association, Volume ~
p." 93.

(Ipril, 1943)

lO
"During the period that followed, our schools made the
greatest progress of their history. Annual salaries
were more than doubled and standards of preparation rose
sharply. High school enrollment doubled and doubled
again. Fine buildings were built. Curriculums were improved. Now again our schools are face to face with
destiny, and the crisis 1 in education end American life
is graver than before."
Present influences.

The Educational Policies Commie-

sion states that in any "all out" wartime program two large
groups of students are to be kept in mind:

1.
2.

"The older students who will almost certainly be

directly involved in the war as fighters or full
time workers in essential industries and services;
and
The younger boys and girls who must know what it is
all about but who will not be ce.lle d for direct service unless the war is greatly prolonged. These
two groups require different educationel treatment.
The terrible urgency of the war diot~tes the course
for the adolescents: the ultimate urgency of the
peace ehould guide the program for the younger children."):;l
Norman Frost states two fundamental requirements which

the schools have constantly considered.
"The procedures used should produce objective, physi.oal.results. Scrap must be collected, ration books
issued, food conserved, gardens planted, health improved. The material goals must be achieved.
2. Understanding and skills developed should contribute
to even better perfornance in the future. Attitudes
of helpfulness, ability to. work with others, use of
organization and planning for time and equipment,
knowledge of th9 kinds of results desired and their
significance, growth of ingenuity in getting results:
all must be developed. In short, the way of doing

1.

lGeorge P. Strayer, "NEA War and Peace Fund," The
Journal of the National Education Association, Volume 32,
p. 93. [April, 1943)
.
time "
1943}

2Eduaationel Policies Commission, "Schools in WarSierra Educational News, Volume 39, p. 36. (February,
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things should be educational. Parsonnl growth is as important as the mora limited objective achievement."~
There should be a scheduled time for each war effort unde:rtuking.

1.
2.

"Class t irne: extra curriculo.r act ivi ties may be
curtailed or omitted and home study assignments may
be reduced or discontinued.
·
Out of school time may be deme.nded of teachers and
pupils to find and ~aake ~vailable materials for plays,
posters, pageants, etc."
·

which wns formed following the declaration of war on December
8, 1941, will continue to act as ahief advisory body of the
Department of Education and the State Board of Education.
Its

~eoific

1.

2.

3.
4.

functions are as follows:

"To act as an advisory body to the Department and
the State Board of Education in all matters relating
to the educational program and organization during
the period of the war.
·
To discuss and to consider and in some instances to
initiate for final consideration by the state and
local boards of educA.tion policies relating to the
war effort and the school uroRram.
To identify problems.
·
To review through sub-committges material aoncerned
with instructional programs."
Major trends.

Major trends in education show, accord-

ing to The National Education Research Bulletin,

4

that there

lNorman Frost, "A Check List for War Effort,'' The
American School Board Journal, Volume 106, p. 47. (March,

194'3)

•

2Ibid. • P• 47
3Walter D. Cooking, "Wartime Educational Program
of National Agencies." Teachers College Record, Volume 7,
p. 243. (January, 1943) n•
4 "The Nation's Schools After e. Year of War," NEA
Research Bulle.tin, Volume 21, p. 36. (April, 1943)
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is relatively little change in elementary enrollment but a
definite drop in high school

There is signifi-

enroll~ent.

cant loss in enrollment in adult eduoation classes.

There

·is a thirteen per oent loss in men teachers and a twenty per
cent increase in number of married

wom~n

in service.

Ex-

tensive reo:ttuitment of long term substitutes and "special
permit"- teachers is now being carried on.

!Tumerous positions

are vacant for·which no teachers can be fo,und.

Resignations

increase daily.
There are about a ixty percent new teacha rs.

There is

a definite increase in the amount of pupil absences, particularly in the high school.

Little change has been report-

ed in the length of the school term.
are rising and capital outlay falling.

Current expenditures
There is little

change in numb:er of buildings nnd classrooms being used.
Problems in personne 1 administration

de~.l

with the

adjustment of teaching loads and maintenance of reesonable
class size,.

Also, the protection of teachers from unjusti-

fied and unreasonable demands for service is an important
problem.
teachers.

Too many agencies have been dernnnding services of
The solution of the problems of housing and tra.ns-

portation for teachers presents many difficulties
in the tnos·t affected areas.

es~cially

It is necessary that the develop-

ment of satisfactory policies with respect to the out of school
work of teachers be formulated.
Robert J. Watt says that
"in a very real sense, the future of our Nation for generations to come will in large measure depend on how well

13
the teachers of today can acoomplish the training of the
ai tizens of tomor1ow for our economic, social,· and political democracy."
Sahools and problem areas.

Fer the duration of the

·war the schools will be concerned with the following problem
areas:
1.

Relationship with OPA or other Bgencies concerned
with consumer problems.

2.

Relationship with the armed forces as these services
relate to the high school.

3.

Training for employment in industry.

4.

Transportation.

5.

CurriculUIJl workshops or courses related to the war
ef.fort.

6.

Priorities.

7.

Personnel program in vocational schools.

a.

Youth organizations including youth personnel centers
and guidance programs in school systems.

9.

Health, physical education, and recreation activities.

10.

Child care centers.

11.

Sohool gardens and conservation.
Sources of data collected.

The material for this study

has been collected from the many educational publications:
The United States Office of Education bulletins, books, pamphlets, news clippings, and the questionnaire.

lRobert J. Watt, ''Traininfi Citizens for Economic,
Social, and Political Demoaracy,' Education for Victory,
Volume 3, No. 13, p. 6. (January, 1945)

CHAPrER III
COb'llVIUNITY PR0:9LEMS

lt has been well known for a long ttme that when any
minority or special intereet group seeks to promulgate any
new idea or effect any social reform the cry is. always put
it into the school curriculum.

Educators, on the other

hand, are traditionally conservative and often resist the
introduotion of new material at the urgency of special pressura groups.
However,. in great national emer.gencies such as eco. nomic depressions or a major war, sohools and communities
recognize their mutunl interests and interdependence.
As communities organize to make their wartime readjustments, to set up housing projects, to develop child care
programs, and to aarry on salvage campaigns, Muriel Brown
state a
"that people naturally lool:: to the schools for the common working knowledge they must have to fulfill their
roles as participants in· a free and permanent society. "l
The schools are helping, according to Brown, in three
ways:
1.

2.

"Through representation on the policy-making committees and councils which plan and guide community
activi~ relating to war objectives, war tasks, and
looal wartime developments.
Through programs of education whioh oontinually interpret these objeotivea, tasks, and developments
and show ue the bearing these have on the process
of peaoe making.

1 Muriel Brown, "']he Role of Schools in Wartime Community Organization," The School Board Journal, Volume 106,
pp. 26-27. (Maroh, 1943
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3.

Through services in connection with the war effort,
other than teaching which the schools e.re particularly fitted to render."l
·
Tre.naporta,t ion and the schools.

The extent to which

gasoline and tires are available for school services affects
in a direot and material way the operation of many schools
throughout the United States.
"More than four million of the ohildren attending school
in this country rely on school buses in making the round
trip between home and school each day. More than 90.~0~0~0~~~~~~
----------~ven~Oles, most-c>f-tnem motcn'Duses, are engaged in p~oviding the transporte.ti on required by these pupils."
Limitation on operation of school buses and the use
of automobiles for school supervision by state, county, and
eity officials, and also for attendance at educational meetings by school personnel will seriously affect both administration of schools and their instructional staff.
Health problems in war.

There is little precedent in

this country for action with regard to the health problems
arising in connection with wartime public housing.
As a result of the unbearable and a·angerous living
conditions, many workers have left their jobs and moved to
other defense areas where a better home might exist.

lienee,

industrial production was hampered seriously by this constant shifting of workers.

The Public Housing War Agency

undertook to solve this problem the quickest way possible.
Large new housing projects present many problems related
1 op. oit. ~ p. 27
2Ne1aon B. Henry, "Educational .l'lews and Editorial
Comment," The Elementary School Journal, pp. 327-328.
(February, 1943)
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to health and sanitation.
1.

Water supply.

2.

Sewage and garbage disposal.

3.

Enviromnental sanitation--including hospital, medical, dental·, and nursing oare.

4.

Recreation, safety, and health education.
On the whole, recent surveys of living conditions in

American cities seem to show that a large percentage of the
places in which families live are unsuitable.
"Real property surveys in 203 cities, including more
than eight million dwelling units showed forty percent
without installed heating; fifteen percent without
private indoor flush toilets; five perdent unfit for
use or in need of major repairs; five percent housing
more than one family. As for country people, the American Farm Bureau Federation estimates that three million
farm dwellingf do not meet minimum standards of health
and comfort."
National surveys of health conditions seem to show
that there is much yet to be done before moat communities
can any thnt they are really fit places for people to live.

nwe have at least three major shortcomings.

First, there
is far too much illness. On an average: day, a bout five
million persons are disabled by illness. The total cost
of illness and premature deaths is approximately ten
billion dollars a year. Second, health services are inadequate. There are about a thousand oountie s. which
have no public health nurse. Forty percent of the counties have no registered general hospital. One third of
the population is receiving inadequate or no medical
services. Third, health education is seriously inadequate, both for children and for adults. Very few city
schools have health sup3 rvisors, and only about a third
of the states provide soho~l health supervision in State
departments of education."

lu.s. Office of Education, Know Your Community,
Leaflet No. 57, p. 28. (1941)
2 Ibid., p. 20
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The effect of the war on the health problems of a
community is not readily observable.

The most·obvious

change has been the loss of physicians in the community.
"Of the nation's 120,000 active doctors it ia propooed
by the government that eventually 70,000 will be ins-ducted into military service, thus leavinp.- 50,000
physicians to care for a population of 120,000,000.
This makes a ratio of one physician to 2,400 persons.
In normal times the ratio is approximately one to each
1,000. The full effect of this condition has not as
yet been fe 1 t, although the deman<le: on physicians in
many communities are extreme. The situation has stimulated greater interes~~heartlileducation and~p~r~e~-~----------------oautionar~ measures and increased the need for nursing
service."
Sanitation.

When heterogeneous groups of people with

varying degrees of immunity against communicable di sense e.re
thrown together with unknown carrier§ of disease they are
partiaularly susceptible to epidemics.

Careful attention

must therefore be given to basic snnitation.

It is vital

to install protective plumbing.
Many are enjoying a safe water supply fo1· the first
time, and this should result in a decrease in water borne
diseases.

Studies of etream pollution have had to be made

in order to safely expand existing dispoeEJl systems.

Where

a looal sewage system is operating at oapucjty necessary
steps must be taken to create new disposal methods in order
to insure the health of the community.

Overcrowded trailer

aourts present greatest health hazards.
Working

1

~o~h~rs.

As thousands of women have gone

"War and Health Problems," Review of Eduaa.t ional Research, Volume XIII, No. 1, p. 7. (February,' 1943)
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into industry, the growing seriousness' of the child
care problem thus created became apparent.
taken a major role in meeting this

Schools have

problem~

"To provide adequate care and protection for children
e--in war.-impacted areas they have utilized all their re=
sources- facilities, personnel, and services. In Etdditiori. oertain adjustments have had to be made; the
school day, week, and year have been lengthane d and
the school admission ag(fl has bean extended downwe.rd to
include children as young as two.
·
These wartime educational services which have been de_____v~eJ._Qp_e_d.__by____the_llnit_e_LS_t_at_e_s_Qf.f_ic_e_o_f_E_duo_at_i_on_in_o_o.=-~-----
operati on with State departments of education Etnd local
school systems :for children of worling mothers are call•
ad the extended school service program. Nursery schools
for preschool children and centers for children of
school age have been established in many war-impacted
areas. Extended school service centers are open to all
children who~e mothers are working in war connected
activities. n.l.
c-

The Lanham Act.

In January, 1943 the California. State

Legislature passed a law permitting child-care centers to
be established but prohibited the expenditure of local sch-ool
funds :for their support.
Under the provisions of Public Law 137, the Lanham
Aot,. fUnds have been made available to local school authorities in war areas :for:
1.
2.
3.

4.

"School plant facilities, including nursery school
units.
Maintenance and operation of regular school services.
Extended school services for children of working
mothers, including nursery schools and school age
programs.
School recreation Erograms in congested war areas
for all children."

1 Ambrose Cnliver, "Office of Education Services to
Negroes," Education for Victory, Volume 3, No. 16, pp. 19-24.
(February 20, 1945}

2"Services for Children in the Reconvereion and Post
War -Period-;n---E'auonti-on for Victory, Volume 3, No. 16, p.u 26-. -- -u-(January 20, 1945}
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This l'aw is in effect until the President states
that the emergency declared by him on September 8, 1939
has ceased to exist.
"State and local school authorities have thrown thetr
full efforts and resources into meeting the war-time
needs of children and youth throughout the emergency
period. They have e::rpanded and enriched school programs to provide services for children whose parents
were needed to participate in the war effort. State
education departments have added staff members or assigned responsibilities to the regular staff to assist
in this effort. States have enactea. oonside_r_a__b_LeL____________
legislati£n to authorize and expedite the w.ar-time
program."
Child-care program.

Child-care aenters established

both for children of e lament ary and high school age and for
nursery school children have become more and more frequent.
"Reports indicate that at least 275 communities in forty
three different states operated such centers during the
summer months of 1943. Most of them are under public
school supervision, with the sponsorship of child care
committees of local councils, and many are rec~iving
financial aid through the Federal Governtlent."
The programs for older children give an important
place to recreational activities, often
children themselves.

pla~ned

with the

Open from early morning until evening

and supervised by interested, symnathetic, and competent
teachers and recreation leaders, the centers offer to growing children varied and constructive outlets for their exuberant energies.

Play, crafts, music,

picnic~,

trips, hob-

l"servioee for Children in the Reconversion and Poet
War Period,~ Education for Victory, Volume 3, No. 16, p. 26.
(January 20, 1945)
2u.s. O:ffiae of Education, Juvenile Delin~uenci and
'l!he Sahools fn Wartime. Leaflet No. 8, pp. 14-i • (~943)
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biea, snows, and many other activities e.re the order of the

day.
"When the day is thus filled with interesting, wholesome things to do, there is no roo~ or desire for de. linquent a at ions. This is the objective of the e:x-tended school program both in the vacation time and after
school hours during the regular school year. A steadily
increasing number of communi ties are findi:ng out how
valuable such a program can be as a preventive of destructive influences and delinquent behavior.tt1
Provision of the California Ple.n.
_ _ _ _ _,._Untte-r~tlre-pro-vtsi-ons-o-f~ttre-ea.tti'or:ni-u.-nan-for~t-he~------
Care of Children of Working Mothers, loce.l elementary
school districts will be particularly concerned with the
extension of services to two groups of children: ohil·
dren between the ages of two and five, for whom nurser.y
sohools will be provi dad for a six or seven day week,
according to loc.al ne ad, and children be.tween the ages
of five and sixteen, for whom a progrrum of before and
after-school care must be provided on Saturdays and
Sundays."~

Aooording to the plan which has been set up for California and approved by the United States Office of Education,
provision has been made for:
1.

2.
3.

"Cooperative responsibility on the part of the state
department of education, public health, and social
welfare.
Coordination with nationol, state, and local committees and lay organizations interested in the problem.
Advisory services to loce.l committees designed to:
a. Determine need for extended e duoati onal· sarv ices
by elementary school districts.
b. Facilitate the eatablishrnent of programs in
accordance with standt~rds e atabliahed by the
State Department of Education •.

lu.s. Offiae of Education, Juvenile Delin~uenof and
the Schools in Wartime. Leaflet No. 8, pp. 14-1 • ( 943)
2Helen Heffernan, "The Children of Women Workers in
Wartime." The Western Journal of Education, Volume XLIX,
No.1, p. 8. (January, 1943)
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o.

4.
5.

Establish community GUidance programs which
will coordinate all available services.
d. Provide opportunity for participation by high
school and college students on a volunteer
basis.
e. Provide for the use of other volunteer service
available in the community.
Training of persons for service in all phases of the
program.
Establishment of' standards in connection with:
a. Selection, training, and certification of
personnel.
b. Physical facilities and equipment.
Educational program.
Parent and co
nt o criteria for the evaluation of extended educational programs for the care of children
of working mothers."L

There are many questions to be answered in developing
a child-care program, according to James Beebe. 2 Some of
them are as follows:
l.

What physical fecilities are required?
a..

For infants--cribs in comfortable room with
correct temperature.

b.

Larger children--playrooms and bedrooms for
naps.

c.

School children--playgrounds, inside recreation and study facilities. ·

2.

Who is to administer the program? The school districts, the cities, the c auntie s, the state or the
United States?

3.

Is. the child-care to be limited to a. ten hour day
or a twenty-four hour day?
a..

Transportation problems?

1 Relen Heffernan, "~he Children of Women Workers in
We.rtirne," The Western Journal of' Education, Volume XLIX,
No. 1, p. 9". (January, 1943)
2 James Beebel "Child-care in Wartime," The Tax Digest,
·
Vo1urne 21, p. 11.
January, 1943)
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b.
4.

What kind of training will be given the children?

5.

Who will pay the bill and why?
a.

.

'· •

.. ··.~.

.

:

Work shifts.

2a~ente

or government, Federal government or
State goverrunent.
1.

Children of war workers.

2.

Children of fathers in armed forces.

S}fould this child-care center be limited for the

6.

'"tf-------~(.tu-l!a~t-i~en-,-e~-a-h0u-l-d-i~t-be-a-pe-l'ma:cxe:nt-11.rmrti-o~n-----of----tne

state?
School lunch programs in wartime.

As the war emergency

increases and more women are employed in war industries, more
{,.

and more homes will be looJdng to the schools to provide a
nourishing noon meal for children.
"Many thousands of homes have been left without a father,
brother, son, husband. Factories run around the clock.
Instead of breakfast at seven and dinner at six, we have
swing anq night shifts, and thousands eat at 5 p.m. or
l a.m. Children are left to prepare their own meals,
often with little supervision and less assurance of a
balanced diet. Thus, thai one meal a d~ in school becomes vitally important."
·
Dr. Bess Goodykoontz, Assistant Cornrilissioner of Eduaation, has called attention to the important educational values of the school lunch.

The problem, she has pointed out,

is not merely feeding the children:

I
f

"If children are to learn proper habits of nutrition
which will insure well nourished bodies as they grow into adulthood, teaching must go along with feeding ••••••
In order to remedy this situation (widespread nutri-·
tional defeats) there must be a close tie-up between
the feeding and teaching programs, whereby the school

!

1

Edwin R. Van Kleeok, "Nutrition for Tomorrow's
Better World," Education for Victory, Volume 3, No. 14, p. 14.
(January 20, 1945)

~·:

·,
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lunch becomes an educational experience and the basis
for instilling r:ood eating habfts which will become a
part of the child • s daily life. nl
,

:
1
;:{

. Last

Administration to nrovi de financial assistance for school

]

lunches on the following basis.

·i··

1.

:I

2.

year, 1944, Congress authorized the War Food

"Not more than $50,000,000 may ·be used for this pur-

~~fa •authorization to use

Federal funds for the

~.~._·--------~~~a~c~h~o-o~l~l~u~n~c~h~·
-p~r-o~g~r~a~m~w-i~l~l~e~n~d~o~n~J~u_n_e~3-0~'~1~9~4~5~·~~-----------3. Federal aid shall
be allotted to the States on the

1

:_-~_~.

i

;~

basis o:f school enrollment and need, as determined
by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Federal funds may be used for the purchase, proceasing, and exchange, and the distribution of agricultur.al oomraoditie s and products.
Federal peyments may be made to non-prpfit s choole
of high school grade or under and for child-care
centers. Payments of child-care centers are limitad to not more than two percent of tre funds.
Federal payments must be mat ohed by State v.nd lo cc,l
funds which me.~ include the value of. donated servic:es
and supplies."

4.

'_;.~

I

5.

,M

-~

-~
:·Y

·g

6.

~

.,:t·.!
~

The withdrawal of WPA labor makes necessary drastic
reduction in school lunch programs.

In rural areas farm

'l

women are giving increased time to farm work as are the

-i·

women in urban areas who are generously giving their time to

J'

various war activities.

I

maintenance of school lunch programs.

't
:~

:!

l'ol'<

i

This is a pressing problem in the
It is essential to

develop a training program if volunteers are to be used.
Orientation of the volunteer to the setting in which

I~1
~:

L

she is to work results in better relationship with the ad1 Bese Goodykoontz, "Federal Aid for School Luna he s, 11
Education for Viatory, Volume 3, No. 16, p. 28. (February 20,

1945)
2

Ibid., p. 28
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ministrators, the teachers, the children, and the technio:al
supervisor.

It provides an opportunity for th'e volunteer to

understand why school lunches are o:f greater importance in
wartime and why volunteer service :for this activity is as
vitral as any other volunteer service.
The personnel to carry on the training program for
volunteers could be recruited from the home econonic teachers,
home demons t r a ti on agent ,_h_rua£_sn_p_e_r_y_is_o_r_s_,_a.nd----home____maJ.~_e_r_s,----'--------experienced in food preparation for large groups.

There

could be group discussions and participation in group :feeding projects.
ful.

Mimeographed or

print~d

material may be help-

Finally, aid could be obtained :from the loO'al Red Cross

Chapter.
Teachers in elementary schools throughout the countr;y
are accepting increased responsibilities in activities which
promote health of children during wartime.

Typical o:f the

aooperative efforts whiah are taking place is the Iowa Plan
for Nutritional Eduoat ion in Elementary Schools.

The pur-

pose of the nutrition program is to improve the eating
habits of every child in the State of Iowa.

Emphasis in the

program is fivefold:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"A balanced diet cantered around a noon lunch.
Care and usa of milk.
Usa of meat, cheese, eggs and meat substitutes.
Usa of 'enriched fl£ur' and whole grain cereals.
Use of less sugar."
Child labor.

In certain civilian fields such as re-

l":Nutri tion Education for Elementary Schools,"
E'ducation for Victory, Volume 1, p. 24. (January 15, 1943)

1

B5

f

tai\ selling, delivery, and entertainment employers ere

J

turning to child labor as a cheap and easy wav to fill

l

f

vaoano;!.es left by men drawn off by the armed forces or by

(:

essential industry.

l

t-:--

,,

"~

·~.

"Some war industria s are finding that 'boy power' is
more easily trained, quicker, and more accurate than
f.;.
women or older men. Counteracting the current trend
r:
toward lower employment ages are educators, s ooial
t
workers, and many parents who see dangers to the onooming generation. These dangers are apparent to all
''--------~.i n_the_ou:r_tailman_t_o_f'_s_ch_o_o_l_ine:_and the he.__.a....,.l..._.t~h~h"""'a..._.z"'-'a"'-"r._..d'"'--cc-_ _ _ _ _~
~·
inherent in lowering the hard won child labor standards.
~
Exaat figures of present employment of young people do
not exist. However, in a nationwide census in 1940
statistics showed children in the age group from four~
teen to fifteen employed to be 209,347 and those in the
~
age group from sixteen to seventeen to be 662,967. These
"
:figures include only work permits granted and exclude
children illegally at work without permits and also employment in ooouputions where permits are not required.
Most states do not :re~uire permits for ugricul tural or
domestic employment."

t

l

i
f:,:··

According to Amidon

2

rough estimates based on sample

trends, work parmi t reports, and other data show that about
two million young people fourteen through seventeen were
employed in Je:nuary 1943, and about 3,000,000 the preceding
July, during vacation.
The high cost that many young people are paying for
their wartime employment is cited by the National Child
Labor Committee in a compilation of press reports of recent
accidents to youthful wage earners, legally and illegally
employed.

1

Beulah .Amidon, "Child Labor in Wartime,"
monthl¥, Volume 79, p. 163. (June, 1943)
2 Ibid., p. 163
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Cases.

"An eleven year old Alabama girl suffered
a heart atta.clt as the result of overwork
in the fie lda.
A thirteen year old New Jersey boy lost en
a.rra in wo r17ing on a threshing machine.
A sixteen ~·ear old Ohio boy was similarly
maimed in operating a centrifugal drier in
a laundry.
·
A boy of sixteen in Connecticut was crushed
cleaning the hoistwa.y of a factory ele·vator.
A boy of thirteen was lrilled in cleaning a
dough-mixing machine in an Illinois bakery." 1

Widespread use of child labor is characteristic of a
. war period.

The growing shortages of farm labor tmd the

crucial need to harvest crops in 1945 will result in a
greatly increased use of young workers in agrioulture during the present season.
Sohool·authorities and youth serving agencies point

to the need to discriminate between emergency vacation employraen t of young people on farms and the exploitation of
child workers by

co~nercialized

agriculture.

The National Child Labor Committee led a vigorous
protest on the measure passed by the House .of Representatives to suspend for the duration provisi one of

th~

Sugar.;.

Act which reduces benefit payments for growers employing
children under fourteen years of age for more than eight
hours a day.

Here, under the cloak of the emergency was

an atilempt to return child workers to the "factories in the
~his

field."

~he

1

Bill was tabled by a Senate committee.

2

War Manpower Commission has released a statement

Op. cit., p. 163

2 op. cit., p. 163
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of policy for the employment of youth in wartime entitled,
"Decalog far Employment of Youth in 17artime .Y•
"School attenc1ance laws and child labor standards
embodied in state ana. fed.eral laws should .be pre ...
,·'"
served and enforced.
2. No one under fourteen years of age should be e~
played full time or part time as a part of the hir·
:
ad labor force.
J
3. According to the Department of Agriculture youth
·~
under eighteen years of age may properly be employ1
ed only at wages paid ad1.11 t wor:ka rsh :for simila~ job
·t,
performance and in work suited to t eir age anu
J
strength, avoiding all oocupat ions that are hazardoue
~. .~.~-'---~~~~-------.a-n-a-u-e-t-x-ime--ntal~t()hearth or welfare.
;It,
4. Youth aged fourteen and fifteen may be properly em-!·
ployed only when qualified older workers are not
i'
available, and the employment is not in manuf'actur'i
ing or mining oo oupa t ions.
i·
5. Inschool youth may properly be employed only to the
:1;:
extent that the combined school and work activities
,
involve no undue strain, and that combined work and
:
school hours, at least for youth under sixteen, do
.,.•·.
not exceed eight hours per de.y.
6. Inschool youth should not be employed during school
hours unless the Area or Regional Manpower Director
has determined that tempora.ry needs of an emergency
character cannot be met by full use of other avail~
able sources of labor.
~.
7. When wartime emergency cooperative arrangement have
~
been .entered into with school authorities for the
~
part-time employment of inschool youth as a part of
~.·
the school program, the employer should be responsi~·
ble for certifying to the school authorities that
~
such employment will be in conformity with the state and
!
federal laws governing employment of minors.
1
a. When it is necessary to transport young people to and
~
from work safe and adequate means o:f transportation
i
should be provided.
f
9. Where youth under eighteen years of age are recruitt
ad in groups for agricultural work requiring them to
f
live away from home assu.rances should be furnished
~.
by appropriate community or other agencies that suit~.
able living conditions, sanitary facilities, health
1
protection, supervision and leisure time activities
r
will be provided. In no oaee should youth e.ged fourf.
teen or fifteen be recruited for work requiring them
t
to live away from home except where such work is in
~ .
conne ot ion with programs conducted· by recognized
youth-serving agencies that provide close supervision~
10. Any youth interested in work in another area should
not leave his own area in search of work without first
registering for employment at the nearest looal office

1.

~:~

·''

1

''
!

L
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of the. United States Employment Service or other
agency designated by the War Manpower Commission
and presenting evidence of parental c·onsent."
Social institutions.

According to Willard Waller

nthe most convenient way to conceive of what war does
to society is to trace its effect upon the most important social institutions. Those institutions which
flourish in peace are subjected in war to a long series
of :stresses and strains. The fHr reaching economic
dislocations affect every breakfast table and every purse.
The community faces new tasks at the sarne time that it
is profoundly disturbed by a change of its memb§rship
and an alteration of the activities within it."
The school and community can cooperate to deepen our
understanding of what we are fighting f'or and what must be
done to achieve victory on the horne front an:d victory in the
peace.
Re defer states that for the community to understand
the democratic way of life is to regard the following points
ae vital.

1.

"How well is democracy understood and practiced in
community affairs?
Are new citizens well received? Do they have the opportunity to get good instruction about our country,
its id.eals and way of life?
:
Are all citizens respected as individuals wit·hout
regard to race, religion or nationality?
What program for improving relations among different
racial, religious, or national groups has been developed for the schools and for the community?
Does the school curriculum provide deepening understanding of the meaning of Democracy?
What studies do the schools offer to bring about
better understanding oB the part of students of the
peoples of the world?"

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

l

War Manpower ComL1ission, "Deoalog for Employment of
Youth in Wartime," The J ouxnal o:f the National Eduoa tion
Association, Volume 32, 1To. 4, p. 111. {April, 19M3)
2Willard Wallar, War in the Twentieth Century, p. 482.
3 Frederick L. Redefer, .. The Schools' Role in Winning
the War and Peace," The Education Digest, Volume 8, No. 3,
p. 3. (November, 1942)

~----

The ootlmunity affords the setting of the school and
nearly all school problems are related to, are· the outgrowth
of, or are affected by omrununity conditions.

The writer

has attempted to show the large scope of community conditions and problema, as they are seen from a nationwide viewpoint.

Most of the oanrnunity problems and conditions of the

country are shown in California also as will be indicated
further in Chapter

v.
..

CHAPTER IV
TEE SCHOOL AND THE TOTAL WAR PROGRAM
Sahools like other major institutions of our society
.will not be left unaffected by the progress of the war.
found transformations have

tal~en

Pro-

place and will continue to

do so.
"VIe must arrive at some collective understanding of what
the Uni te_d St_a._t_e_a_an_d_the_UnitJ33l-Nat-i-one-a~e-pu~B".J.-·~--------=
ing. We should know Vih at kind of world we and they hope
to areate after thif war and what our attitude should be
toward our allie a."

~-------<;goals

Sahools can contribute to the war effort in many ways •
.William G. Carr states that
»the schools should take full advantage of the war to
develop in the young such good qualities as valor, thrift,
industry, and devotion to the common welfare; encourage ·
and exemplify high ethicsl standards, and teach a strong
and positive love of freedom and fair play. Young people
so educated will contribute most to e.n early victory and
to the achievement of the free ~nd peaceful world for
whio:h the war is being fought."
»The beneficial effects of the war upon children present
an encouraging aspect. The children are developing
practices of thrift and conservation. The participation
of even young children in America's war effort is giving
them a feeling of belongingness and of pride in American
society. They are becoming more self-reliant and independent in their ogn personal living, and more tolerant
of group dec is ions."

1

Che.rles Glicksberg, "War Attit.udes of Teachers,"
The . .Aprioan School Board Journal, Voluxne 106, p. 15.
(fliroh, 1943)

2William G. Carr, »The School's Contribution to the

War Effort," The School Board Journal, Vol. 106, No. 3, p. 45.
(March, 1943)
·
3
nEduce.tional News and Editorial Comment," The :tnementari Sohool Journal, pp. 568-9. (February, 1943)
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'~he

ourrioulunl.

In preparing for the responsibility

of post war reconstruction educators must take steps to
shape the curriculum of the future so the young wtll be
taught to realize the unit of mankind so that they will un-

"

derstand they are members not only of their community and
of their nation but of the world at large.
1

Glicl~sberg

states that if teachers miss this a ignal

~_____,o_p_p_o_rt_uni_tyJn~e_a.de_r_sh.i_p_;_th_ey_a.r_e_lnis_si_ng_ur_e_v_a~ding_t_h_e

responsibility for leadership in edue:ati on.
tempt to

'IE

_______

They must at-

e and control constructively the forces of change,

and place their knowleclge of the past and present abilities
to cope with the present crisis.

Teachers must be stimulat-

ed to promote thought, fUrther inquiry, and facilitate the
democratic exchange of ideas.

~hey

should be aware of the

nature of their responsibilities as leaders of youth.
~he

curriculum of the school whiC:h meets society's

needs has always been flexible enough to ma}:e the most advantageous use of situations which at a given time carry
high interest value.

"A flexible curriculum with possibilities for adjustment

to the anpacities and interests of pupils has long been
an established practice in some schools, but it needs to
be more widely applied. Wartime conditions are giving
impetus to this as well as to other progressive school
practices initiated in pre-war days. Schools are learning to extend their services in JP,any directions to make
of them better places for the preparation of tomorrow's
citizens."2

1 charlea Glickaberg, "War Attitudes of Teachers," The
American School Board Journal, Volume 106, p. 15. (March, 1943)

2u.s. Office of Education, Juvenile DelinTuenc1 and the
Sahoola in Wartime. Leaflet No. 8, pp. 17-18.
1943

Currioulum adjustments should provide instruotion
·along lines to s peoi:fio war effort undertaken..

The speoifio

war effort should be integrated with subjects etudied on the
level of eaoh grade.
munity, study of local

Geography may include
reso1~oes

m~s

of the com-

showing where sorap is go-

ing end where materials are produoed.
(

l

i

t

{
!

Today the concepts of climate in men's aotivities and
the influence of natural barriers on communioa.tion and trans-

I

po:rta.tion can be more adequately developed through a study

~

of troop movements the.n of hypqthetical trips around the

i

world.

A study of the returns on government bonds provides

a better means of learning about interest thaJ!l do preble ms

about an investment company.
Aooording to Coleman,

1

in wartime the difficulties of

maintaining the proper perspective in the selection of the
ourrioulum are greatly incre need.

More of the teaching

personnel than usual are new to the field or have re-entered
it after extended absence.

Administrators ·and supervisors

who have the responsibility for the increased load of in
servioe training have even less time to devote to it since
the shifting of pupil population, oommunity a:ervioes, and
various kinds of aotivities have added to the'ir duties.
Problems related direotly to the ohild, aooording to
Virgil Herriok are:
1

Mary Elisabeth Coleman, "War Activities in American
Schools - A Means or an End?" The Elementary School Journa].,
Volume 43, p. 586. (June, 1943)
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1.

"Importance of knowing children.
Principles of child development.
Procedures of child study.
Development of ways of living end working with
children so as to provide
a. Guidance.
b. Understanding our war aims.
c. Preventing delinquency.
d. Providing opportunity for service in the
war effort - war drives.
To increase children's ability to assume re s:p onsibility.
To develop a healthful emotional climate in the
classroom so that nervousness and tenseness in chil-

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

~~~~-----::~-----=d~r~en_may_'Qe_lEUi3senetd-;.----'---~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~---:----~~-==-

7.

To maintain interest in learning during the present
dynamic, destructive period.
To overcome undesirable aspects of the possession
by children and tj:e ir parents of' too much money which
came too easily.n

8.

Problems related to the curriculum.
1.

2.

3.

''Reading.
a. Provision for the slow reader.
b. Provision for transfers.
c. Provision for reading in content areas - nroviding reading materials involving a range of
difficulty.
d. Reading as literature in upper and junior
high school grqdes.
Language arts.
a. Art of oral communication, based on good
speech habits.
b. Written communicRtion, based on good writing
habits.
Changes and emphasis in content areas.
a. Soaial studies as a broad field. Reorganization to look beyond the war to the peace (as
preparation for tomorrow's citizens). ~o
move from emphasis on local history to emphasis on world history. Specific emphasis:
development of clearer understanding of Russia and India.
b. Social studies as a subject field. Global,
cultural, and physical geography. Elements

1

Virgil E. Herrick, "Present Problems Facing the Elementary School," The Elementar;y School Journal, Volume 43,
pp. 513-14.

(May. 1943)

4.

in geography which are permanent rather
than temporary.
c. Science ... increasing importance attached
to the teaching of science. Need for greater
knowledge of air, the use of airplane as
a military weu.pon, the means of glol)al transportation, and a knowledge of the prinoiples
of aviation. Need for greater use of acienti ..
fie experimentation. Importance of nutritional facts in the science progrrun and also
in "tthe improvement of diet in lunohe s and
meals at home and at school.
d. Mathematics - reorganizing program to meet
the demands of ( 1) social application, ( 2)
needs of military services, (3) emphasis on
a o ouracy and on under at andi ng of p r"--'i'i-'n'-'-'c=--=i~p=---1.---=e:_sc_.~~~~~-----c
a. Health and physical education. To develop a
program which will carry over into the life
of the child. Which· is co-ordinated with the
horne and community agencies. Which is part of
the total school program.
f. Fine arts. To enrich the experiences of children in the arts, in music, and in aesthetic
activities; to give them an opportunitw to develop creative abilities through the use of
their hands, through language, and through
forms of artistic expr.ession.
General curriculum nroblems.
a. Need for the .. reconstruction of curriculum to
prepare children to meet war and post-war problems.
b. Need to aid teachers in gaining skill in the
development of curriculum units.
o. Importance of evaluating the curriculum on the
basis of its abilities to meet (l) the child's
needs, (2) common o£jectives, and (3) democratic principles."
There is a general recognition of the fact that the

·school is not a completely self-enclosed unit, but that

f~

purposes of war-time education the school and ita curriculum
should be integrated with various community ngenoies.

Thus.

Norman Frost recommends:
1.

"Arrange for talks, lectures, forum discussions for
both pupils and parents.

1 Op. cit •• pp. 514-19.
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J{
:·. -_:·~l,.·:

2.

~

Parent-teacher-as sooiati ons should arrange spa oial
programs and discussions in preparation for the

~~~!r;~~!~~~a~~ 0!h~ 0~a~~;;ort

of the· school that
Provision should be made i'or teacher participation
and pupil participation in pro grams.
a. ~~~~~Red Cross, horne rooms, class organiza-

3.

,J

··~.

.t

b.

Special organizations such as Junior Army,
Victory Corps.
.
··~·.
4. Sponsor and arrange for adt'l.l t partioipeti on through
~;
advisory committees, room sponsors, parent-child
~
banquets .or meetings, or otherwise •
·.~.~
5. Contact voluntary adult organizations.
.;
6. Contact and co ordinate with program of civil agL"'e~n._..c'-"'i'-"'e_..s'--"'.~~~~-----:
*~~~~~~~-~The scnool-board--isrt~1rst such agency for a
i
school to contact. Other agencies should include
J;
thos.e of health, law enforc1me n t and finance as we 11
t.
as WPB, OPA, and the like."

J

,\'

-~.

'

,

The teaching staff.

~~

tl'

The ar: ganized teaching profe as ion

.f:

has never faced a greater responsibility for leade;rehip and

g
!•

service than now.

f~~·

one of ita main spokesman, Joy Elmer r<Iorgan, lists the prob-

i:

,,~

The National Education Association through

1~;

lems

follows:

QS

"The reapqnsibility of the schools for helping to win the
war, including such matters as pre-induction training, registration, rationfng, conservation, scra:p oollection,
bonds and stamps and victory gardens. (2) Helping to win
the peace including an understanding of' problems involved
in world security and in the VHst re-adjustments which will
come within our own country with the demobilizatt on of the
millions involved in war - a demobilization which will put
'Q.pon high schools and colleges the he a vie at load they have
ever borne. (3) The sharp rise in juvenile delinquency
which has come throughout the country during the war. (4)
Serious and growing problems of teacher shortage occasioned by the fact that more than a hundred thousand teachers
have left their classrooms since Pearl Harbor, while teachera colleges enrollments have so fallen off that only a
fraction of the usual annual replacements are in sight.
(5) '.!!he problem of school finenoe, which was serious before
1

Norman Frost, "Cha ck List for War Effort," The
American School Board Journsl, Volume 106, pp. 47-48:--(March,

!943)
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the war and which has been much aggravated by the rise
in ooat of living and the impossibility of maintaining
an adequate teaching personnel, without sale.:ry adjustmenta.· Five out of every twelve teachers in the United
States now receive less than $1,200 a year. (6) The
task of strengthening professional organizations - local,
state, and nationa± to meet increased responsibilities
coming upon them."
Salaries.

Public school teachers in California are

being steadily forced out of the public schools due to the
inadequate salaries which they receive •
.. Prior to the war, the average teacher's se.lary in California was barely sufficient to maintain n home at the level
expected of a professional group, mos.t of whom have college and poet-college training.
Since the war, the cos.t of living has increased by at least
30% for teachers; salaries have gone up 10%-15%, on the
·average. Many teachers with fa.milies, and who carry other
financial obligations, just cannot live on current inoome.
A $2,000 salary prior to the war is now estimated to be
worth but $1,200 for the purchase of the necessities of
life.
A tentative distribution of teacher turnover during

the year, 1942-43, as compared with a nor.r.ml year as compiled
by George 1'. Strayer anti tled, "The War and Peace Fund,., is

given below:
"Armed forces
War industry or private
•
employ
Other teaching positions
Marriage
Retired (age)
Death

1942-43
39,000

l~ormal
X

37,000
55,000
25,000
6,500
1,000

11,000
40,000
21,000
6,500
1,000

1 Joy Elmer Morgan, "Our Profession Must go Foreward,"

The Journal of the Uat ional Education Association, Volume 32,
p.
(Ipr11, !943)
"

gx.

2

George B. Martin, "Teacl':e rs Salaries,"
tional News, p. 11. (June, 1944)
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Leave of absence, illness,
etc.
Oth~.r reasons

6,500
9,000 .

5,600 l
7,400"

Thus it can be seen that the war as represented by
teacher turnover for the year 1942-43 has greatly increased
"

the numbers leaving the profession for entrance into the
armed forces, war industry, and private employment.
The Educational Policies Commission is seeking through

guide the schools through the crit icnl ·nonth s of the war and
during the difficult readjustments that must follow.

It is

giving attention to the part -rvhich education must pley at the
peace table nnd in the policies of the United Nations after
the war.
One of the important proposals which the California
Teachers Association has before the JJegislature this year

(1945) is a salary bill which would increase the minimum
salary which can be paid to any full time teacher to $1,800

per year.

The minimum salary after July 1,,1945 will be

$1,320 unless the nbove-rnentione cl bill is enacted.

According to a report from the Research Department of
the National Education Association, the record for teacher
turnover is startling.

The National Education Association

report a that
"One teacher in seven throughout the nation was new
to his position in the school year 1944-45.

1.
1

G~orge

P. Strayer, "NEA War and Peace Fund," The
of
.the
.l~ational
Education Association, Volume '32;
Journal
p. 94. ~Ipril, 1943)

;:::

\
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2.
3.

One in ten held an emergency certificate.
In California the turn-over in the public schools
during 1945-44 was 7,800 teachers, or·l8.4% of the
ant ire teaching pars onnel. In 1944-45 the turn
over was 6,900 teachers or 16~. The number of
emergency credentials is sued for the school year
1944-45 up to October wns 4,800.
4. Not withstanding the largely increased population
in California, there was a loss of 3,590 teachers
in the teaching personnel of the State.
5. The state collages and teacher-training institutions
of California, nov.z have approximntely only one third
aa many students enrolled for teacher training as
compared to the enrollment of 1940-41. Unless eala-------~r--;i~e--;s~in Californie. Dre sharply increased; the enrollment ~th as e inst~-tu ti-ons-:tn~f.rl-l~pro'ba-bi-1-i-t-y-w-i-'1-1;;---------decreaee still further and it will be nicessary to
issue many more emergency credentials."
·
A California publication, The Tax~ D,ige,sji,, sponsored by

the Califori1ia Taxpayers Association gives the follcming
statistics showing the median salaries paid in California.
"-0.-i...,t.-i.e.,s~ov.;.,.;;.e~r--1..-.0.-o_...._o_o...;;.o---.J?-o....,p_u;.;;;l,;,;a...;;.t.;;;i,.;;.o.;;;;.n.

Leing Beach

Los Angeles
Oaklend
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Cities from 30,000 to
· Alameda
Alhambra
Berkeley
Burbank
Fresno
Glendale
Inglewood
Pasadena
Oiti~s from 10,000 to
Albany
Anaheim
Bell
Beverly Hills
Burlingame

( 1940 census}

100,000. £OPU~ation.
fiivarside
San Bernardino
San Jose
Santa .Ana
Santa Barbe.ra
Santa Monica
Stockton
30,000 £Op~lation.
Monterey
Santa Cruz
Monrovia
Santa Rosa
romona
South Gate
Redlands
South Paertdena
Palo Alto
Richmond

1

"The Continuing Crisis in Eduootion, ", The Journal
National Education Association, Volmne 34, lo. 2,
(February, 1945)
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El Centro
Eureka
Lodi
Merced

Redwood City
Salinas
San I•Inteo
San Gabriel

Vallejo
Ventura
;1h.ittier
Per cent of
chan,ge

1930-31

1942-43

2,077
2,118
2,384
2,731

2,370
2,422
2,563
2,887

14.1
14.4
9.2
5.7
14.2

100 000

KinJergarten
Elementary
Junior High
High School
30 1 000 to 1oo.ooo
Kindergarten

1,609

1,837

El-~~m-en-t-a-:r.-~

1 t fiQ_g

1....,

~'VL~

-•v

Junior High
High School
lo,.ooo to 3o.ooo
EJ.em. & Kdgn.
Junior High
High School
5t000 t 0 10 .ooo
E' ern •. & 1tdgn.
Junior High
High School
2 500 to 5 1 000
Eiern. & Kdgn.
Junior High
High School

8-.6

1,860
2,111

1,979
2,206

6.4
4.5

1,428
1,619
1,692

1,530
1,726
1, 950

7.1
6.6
3.9

1,303
1,494
1,692

1,379
1,535
1,729

5.8
2.7
2.2

1,162
1,306
1,547

1,357
1,440
1,583

8.2
8.9 11 1
2.3

t

1

The ':L'ax Digest states, in discussing the tables, it
is a well knovm fact that the salaries of school employees
were greatly reduced during the economic depression.

In all

but a few oases, salaries for 1942-43 were considerably high-

er than those for 1930-31, 1934-35, 1940-41.
In normal years in erens where salaries are kept at
reqsonable professional levels there is rarely a teacher shortage.

Shortages usually exist in rurnl areas where salaries,

tenure, and living conditions are inadequate.

This problem is

intensified under war conditions when many teachers and rewly
1 "Teaoher Sale.ries Studied,"

21, No. 5, p. 160.

(May, 1943)

The Tax Digest, Volume

, - .

40
;
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trained student teachors nre ettracted by the rapidly rising
salaries in private employment.
The

~Tati

ono.l ::ryducat ional Association Legislative Com-

mission is worl:ing for $200,000,000 federal aid fund to raise
teachers' salaries' to J:e e p s choole open, and t
the perrJt:ment equvlization of educational

0

provide for

opportunity~

It is

designed that such a fund will be distri1Juted. cooperatively

on the principle of giving larger grants where greater need
is evident.

According to Strayer

"the passage of our federal aid progrPm by Congress would
help to hold competent teachers in the schools by making
a much needed addition of 1)etrJeen two to three hundrec1
dollars to the average teacher's salury in the United
States. nl
On February 4, 1943 a new federal aid for education,
Bills. 637, was introduced into the Seventy-Eighth Congress
by Senators Elbert D. Thomas of Utah and Lester Hill of

.l.~.la

bruna.
"This $200,000,000 Emergency Fund shall be used each year
in which Congress elwll find a need therefore to provide
funds to pay teachers' SBlr~ries where needed to keep
schools open not less than 160 days a ye vr, to employ addi tiona.l teacherc to relieve overcrov1Clec1 classns, to
raise substandard sal&ries. and to adjust salElries to
meet increased cost of living.
There is un Equalization Fund of $100,000,000 to be distributed by a formula based upon the relation of number
of children in the states between five and seventeen years
of age and the wealth of the state as measured by total
income payments. This is an annual ihnd for equalizing

1 George P. Strayer, "NEA War and Peace Fund,"

The
Journal of the National Education Association. Volume 32,
P• 93. (April, 1943)
.
.
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educational opportunities m.10ng tmd within the states.
There is no federal control und the control of the
schools is reserred striotly to the states· e.nd local
school s~retems."
Problems relatecl directly to the teacher •. according
to Herriclr, are as follows:
1.

11

Personal development of teachers.
a. Uentul hygiene for teachers.
b. Development of creative abilities in arts
and crafts, language, and drau.mtics.
c. Increasing inforwution possessed by teachers

-----------'W-i-t-l'l--l'-ElgnJ::d~t_o..____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - c : : - - = - - - - - - - - - -

§ocial, economic, and political affairs.
events.
Science concepts particularly aviation.
4. Understanding of propaganda.
Developing in-service training progr~~s.
a. For new and inexperienced teachers.
b. For ex:r:e rienced teachers not t~oing to summer
schools.
c. To help in curriculur;l building.
d. To build teacher evaluation devices.
e. To de term ina functions of an elementary school
in a democracy.
2
f. To develop cooperatively a common philosophy."
1.
2.
3.

2.

~orld

Factors contributing to
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

dissat~sfaction

with teaching.

"Too muny required meetings, with too few contributions
to educational progress.
Overcrowded classrooms.
Increase of development cases, included in regulv.r
classes.
Social restrictions on teachers in many communities.
Poor salaries.
Lack of supplies.
Failure to have civil !iervice for teachers in all communities."3
A program to

m~et

the teacher shortage.

1 Op. c.it., p. 96

2virgil E. Herrick, ".Present Problems Facing the
Elementar~ Sahool,"
The Elementar~ School, J,ourne.l, Volume 43,
p. 615.

{May

t

1943)

3Ibid., p. 515

.

\
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"Te.aohers m~st stund by the teaching profession
and the schools.
Lo'oally, s tatewid.e, and na tione.lly there must be
greater recognition that the servioes of teachers
in classroor.1s is war work and. national service of
the highest orcler. The nat ion must not continue to
bribe teachers from tiE profession or draft them.
School boards must not raid their neighboring district faculties to fill war facancies.
Teacher-training institutions and professors attached to them must not capitulate and either close
down or seek other work as more essential to the
winning of the war and pe.~we.
Public opinion must be aroused to the importance of

l.
2.

3.
4.

,,

5.

;J

6.

,.--.---

r-!

+··~-------.mai~nts.~i~l"H:b-ng-iJl{l-t-i~t-a~t-1-sns----:-i~nt-a-e-t-t-h-rough~f-:i:rran-c-tu-1------------==

~~~l~~X ·teachers and younger persons whose training
has not been completed should be urged to go forwar in their profession and constitute the new supply of t.eaohers from which war vaonnci as must be
filled.
Teacher-training institutions with placer.:1ent bureaus,
working through state associations of such bureaus,
should poor their information on new teacher supplies
so that vacanoie s may be filled from them and not by
taking teachers indiscriminately from their present
posts." 1

:~

!,~.·

~
~

...

7.

~
1
;

Califor.nia S,q]lool Supervisors r ~~sociati,on investiga-

lli.E_.

The California School Supervisors• Association has

conducted a study on teachers holding war-emergency cred.entiais.

It is evident that merely filling vacancies with

teaqhers

on emergency credential basis does not solve the

problem unless these teachers are proving themselves in some
aonsiderable measure equal to the -task imposed upon them.
As a part of the activity of the Committee on In
Service Training of War-emergency Teachers , appointed by
I.iis a Roxie Alexander, President of the California School

1 .

.

Shelby M. Harrison, nA Program to Meet the Teacher
Shortage," The School Board Journal, Volume 106, p. 39.
CFebruary , 1943 )
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Supervisors Association, a questionnaire was sent out to
gain information concsrning teachers with war-emergency
credentials.

This questionnaire was sent to city and county

superintendents of schools by the Division of Elementary
Education of the State Department of Education under the
direction of Miss Helen Heffernan, who also cooperated in
planning the questionnaire.

The purpose of the question•

of teachers holding war-emergency credentials as a basis for
planning a program of in-service activities.
The results of the questionnaire can moat conveniently be presented by reproducing the questionnaire itself, together with the tabulation of the replies.
"Replies were received from fifty-seven cities and counties. Due to an oversight in the preparation of the
questionnaire, a blank was not left in which to indicate
the narae o:f the person or place reporting. For this
reason, tl:e source of the reply is ·not given in eighteen
of the questionnaires. It would, therefore, be invidious
to report the places from which there is not positive
evidence that replies have been received. A sufficient
number of counties and cities are represented to give a
fair picture of the characteristics of war service teachers.
Out of 2,577 who have received war-emergency credentials,
reports were xeceived concerning 1,479, something over
half. It is true that the statistics on details, such as.
age distribution or distribution of training must be regarded as approximate. Moat of those replying indi oated
that they did nat have exact information on these points.
Replies, therefore, are in the nature of estimates. However, these estimates are probably reasonably accurate.
While, then, the returns of the questionnaire are not to
be regarded as exact, they do give valuable information
concerning the needs of war service teachers and the. means
whioh may be taken to rmet their needs.
In the following re.producti on of the quest iannaire, the
tabulation of the results is entered after each question.
1'.he replies to question 7 and 8 are given in desori:9tive
rather than tnbular form. The replies to quest ion 9 have
not been tabulated.
The figures in the questionnaire are not always internally

iff~
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oonaiatent. For axample, it would be expected that th~
sum of the two figures under 3a and 3b would equal the
figures under 1. However, this is not always the oase.
In one questionnaire, for example, it is reported that
there are three war emergency teachers and that one is
under forty M.d four over forty. Obviously, the SUlll of
those under forty and over forty could not be mare than
the total. There is no way of reconciling these figures
without further correspondence. No attempt has been
made to do this. If they are treated as rough e.pproximationa, the inferences to be drnwn from them would probably
be reasonably correct.
The tabulnt ion of the replies is entered after the que s ..
tiona in the copy of the questionnaire which follows.

r.·"'T-------------------'~&UEHT~IJJNUATRE------------------
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~
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Survey to Determine In-Service Training
Needs of War-emergency Teachers
If you do not have or cannot readily get the data for the
answer~ to some of the quest ions, please answer as many
as yHou can and return the que sti onm.tire.
1.
ow many war-emergency teachers do you noVl have under
your supervision?
1,478
2. How many teachers do you now have under your stlpervision who have been out of service for ten yeere or
longer?
657
3. Of the number indicated in 1 and 2 above, how many
fall in each of the following age groups?
a. Under 40?
450
b. Over 40?
630
4. Of the total group.
a. How many have two years or less of college
training'? 328
b. How many have more th£ID two years and less than
four ye e:r s o:f college training? 641
c. How many are teaching in elementary schools
with secondary training only?
33
d. How many had over twenty years experience? 30
e. How many have had little or no regular teaching e:r.perience within the past ten years? 615
5. Of' the total group.
a. How many are teaching kindorgvrt9n or rrtme.ry
grades (Kindergarten, 1, 2t or 3)? 280
b. How many are teaching intermedi~te grades
(4,5,6)? 688
o. How many are teaching upper grades (7-8)?
357
d. How many are teaching in one-teacher schools?
6.

81

In your opinion, what are the major professional
needs of the group?
The answers may be summarized as :follows:
Six general areas were noted as appearing frequentlY:
1. :Modern viewpoints on educational philosophy and
·psychology. (27)

!
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2.

Skills in modern classroom techniques, arrangements.
etc. (19)
3. Use of new materials, media, etc. ( 7)
4. Review of texts available and being used, especially
the ra we r ones • ( 4 )
5. Familiarizing with local laws, procedures and conditions, most often with out-of-state teachers in
mind. (5)
6. Specific 'hard spots,' now being:
a. Teaching of reading. (6}
b. Teaching of social studies. (12)
o. Teaching of handwriting. {2)
;
d. Interpretation of the 'unit'. (3)
~·
Summary of conclusions. The conclusions to be reached
,___ _ __...,kom the replies may be sumronrized as follows:
:tt appears that something approaching hnlfof-the war
emergency teachers have been out of service for.ten years
or longer (657 out of 1,478). This indicates that many
of these teachers are unfamiliar with recent developments
in curriculum and methods and that they need some kind
of refresher work.
A
comparatively small proportion of the war-emergency
i,.
teachers
have had no previous experience. They, of course,
'
need careful supervision during the first year of their
service. They are probably younger teachers who completed their training and then either were married or entered some other kind of work. A slightly larger number
has had some experience but less than five years. But
the largest group has had between five and twenty years
of experience.
From the answers to question 6, it is evident that a
greater number of war-emergency teachers are located in
grades four to six, inolooive. It is perhaps understandable that they should not be in the kin~ergarten or primary grades because it is felt that this is the most highly
specialized preparation is necessary. There may be some
danger, however, of regarding the intermediate grades as
a place where instruction aan be carried on in a routine
way, and where few problema occur. Such conclusions
would be a serious mistake.
~he transition from primary to the intermediate grade
marks a change both in the child's attitude and in the
method and content of instruction. In such subjects as
reading, writing, and arithmetic, new problems are encountered and new procedures must be adopted. A new emphasis must b~ given to the child's experiences in the
field of science. The treatment of the social studies
must take account of the fact that the child is emerging from a dependent and highly personalized attitude
toward the developrnen t of new feelings and forma of behavior within the child society ittself. It is doubtful
whether teachang in the intermediate grades is any lees
oritioal or difficult than in the primary grades. Special
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attent.ion, therefore should be gi van to the needs of
teachers in this period. A considerable number are
teaching in the upper gr~des and their preblems also
need special attention."
The extent of the problem presented by war emergency
teachers can best be understood by referring to Tables l, 2,
and 3 compiled by Dr. Joel A. BurYJnan of the California
State Department of Education.

It will be seen that in the

six months period July 1, 1944 to December 31, 1944 the State
:~

Depa:rtr.Hmt

of~ducation

:,1

the same period it issued 5,111 emergency credentials.

issued 11,015 new credentials.

In
This

i'V

'

t.

indicates that emergency teachers, not fully qual. ified, represent about half the ntunber of qualified people receiving
credentials in the same period.
Table 3 which is on an eight months basis and includes
the data of Table 2 represents a grand total for that period
of 7,295 emergency credentials.
According to regulations of the State Departr.1ent of
Eduoat ion emergency credentials cannot be recommended for by
the teacher-training institutions but can be granted by the
State Department on the recommendation of an employing officer (superintendent or school trustees) who must declare
that an emergency exists and no fully qualified teacher is
ave.ilabl e.
In view of the increasing number of emergency appli1 Frank N. Freeman, "Characteristics of Teachers Holding War-El'l)ergency Credentials," California Journal of Elementary Education, Volume XIII, lio. 1, pp. 56-64. (August,
1944)

l
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TAELE 1

"Credentials, Life Diplor.1e.s and Parmi ts Authorizing
Public School Service Issued by the California State Dipartment of Education July 1, 1944, to December 31, 1944."

Life Di;;.~ Total
ploma

Document

Administration • • • •

118

69

~~-15

;--2o-s~-------

'

1

;

Emergency High
School.............

39

i •••••••••

.

!
~

I

• • • • • •

• ••••••••

l
\

235

205

39

i 2 '721

249

•

General Seoond·ary •••••••••••••••.; 1, 53 2
140

t

J

i

General Elementary •••••••••••••• ·4,032

Health and De-'
velopme nt ••••••••• i

.

170
1 •••••••••

i.

I

105

239

2,100

5

13

158

12

1

1

4

18

256

47

25

66

394

220

34

8

24

Speoial Secondary • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,115

59

271

111

Junior College
Ju.ni or High
Only ••..•.••.•...•

.

~

Kindergarten
Primary •••••••••••

War Production....
Supervision •••••••• ;

453

· ••••.•.•• • 230

Child Care Center
Permits ••••••••••• ;1,563
Lecture Permits ••• :

860

Total •••• 10,384
1

.

2

16

44

•••••••••

.

>

28

'l

683

2

64

.•.•.•..•.. 1 '591
'

895

. 1 t 566

.........

......... ...... .........
63l

286

799

-

860

12,706

Joel A. Burkeman, 11 Inorease in Number of Certification :Documents Issued in California," California Schools,
Volume XVI, No. 3, p. 67. (:March, 1945

TABLE 2

"Credentials Issued on Eflergency Basis' July 1, 1944 to
December 31, 1944."1

-)

new
Credential

Credential

Renewal

Total

....

71

1

72

Emergency High
School • • • • • • • • • • • • •

38

............

38

General Element·ary . ...............

2,878

93

2,971

ary . ................

1,016

31

1.047

Health and Devalopment ••.••••••••

98

2

Junior College •••.••

1

.............

100

28

7

35

168

4

172

ary . ................

415

182

597

War Production •.•.••

382

228

610

Supervision •••••••••

16

Total • • • • • •

5.111

Admininatration

General Second:;

Junior High

Only .. ..............

1

Kindergarten
Pr ima.ry . ....•..••....

Special Second-

1 Op. cit • , p • 68

.............
548

16
5,659
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TABLE 3

"Credentials Issued on Emergency Basis May 1, 1944, tq
December 31, 1944." 1

Credential

Credential

Administration •••.••

104

Emergency High
School ••••••••••••••

63.

General Elemen-

Renewal

3

•• • • • • • •• ••

Total

107
63

t e.ry •.•••••••..•• • • •

3,493

186

3,679

General Secondary . •..........•....

1,133

54

1,187

Health and Development •••••.•••••

113

2

115

Junior College ••••••

1

Junior High ••••••.••

31

13

44

Kindergarten
Primary •••••••••••••

216

11

226

Special Secondary •••

479

216

695

War Production •••••.

534

626

1,160

Supervision ••••••••

18'

Total •••••••

6,184

1

Op • o. it • , p • 68

...........

•••••••••••

1,111

1

18
7,295
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oe.nts the State Department has recommended to teacher training institutions in May, 1945 that they shall offer

~ecial

short term summer courses for junior college graduates to
~-

prepare them for such emergency teaching.
Many institutions accordingly are planning such short
term courses.

This ie an attempt to improve the quality of

emergency teaching and to encourage such teachers to meet
full qualifications as soon as possible.
Music as a, part of education in wartime.

The vital

thinking of educators in wartime extends beyond the general
features of school

adjust~ent,

curriculum, eta. and includes

a aoneideration of special features of the school such as
muaic, radio listening, the library, and guidance.
,.Music is a powerful social instrument which should be
used as effectively as possible to promote the war effort. Through music and its effects, jobs will be done
be.tte r and all the is sues invo 1 ve d in winning the war
will be understood more easily both on the battle field
and in the realm of ideology.
The Board of Directors of the Music Eduoators National
Conference have suggested the following procedures:
1. Schools should be encouraged to participate in universal singing of those songs that express and contribute to the war spirit which actuates the entire
program.
2. All organized vocal and instrumental music groups
should be utilized to provide leadership in the development of all-inclusive participation in the singing of the selected songs.
3. Cooperation with other departments of the school
should be promoted through active participation in
such programs as are inaugurated by them whether or
not music is involved.
4. Thera should be planned use of music of the United
States, instrumental and voaal, traditional and contemporary, folk and art.
5. So, too, there sh-ould be plnnned use of music of. the
United Nations in both formal and informal pro~rams
and in cooperation w:lith other departments of the
school.
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6.

8.

Similar attention should be directed to the use of
Latin-American music in connection with inter-American r.1uaic in connection with inter-American programs.
Schools should cooperate. with government and service
agencies not only in specific projects, but through
interpretation of the programs of the various e.gen...
cies as the if . concern the schools and the role of
school activitia a.
Special programs.
a. Flag ceremonies.
b. Outdoor concerts.
c. Patriotic pa~eants.
d. Special . even! s connect ad with sale of war bonds
and stamps. Jt
The schools should hold themselves responsible for the

e~tension

of their services in making the public more con-

scious of the value of
morale.

~nerican

music in promoting wartime

Group singing offers great possibilities in acquaint-

ing the public with new material and in reviving appreciation of the old.
"Music is a palliative for the strain on nerves and is one
of the vital requisites of a people determined to make
and supply its fighters with tools of warfare."2
Radio listening.

Schools can no longer overlook the

dominating influence radio has become in the lives of young
people.

Boys and. girls spend more time in listening to radio

programs than in reading or seeing motion pictures.3

Radio

programs teach many things their parents and teachers do not.
The social adjustr:lent of the e.dolescent is sharply influenced

T~e

1 L.C. Haner, "Music as a Part of Education in Wartime,"
School Board Journal , Volume 106, pp. 105-6. (February,

1 4ZJ ·

2 Ibid., p. 106

3He1en Rachford, "Los Angeles County Program in Radio
Education," California Journal of Elementary Education,
Volume XIII, No. 1, p. 33. (August, 1944}

G2
:i
t;

by the radio p;rograrns he hears ree;ularly.

Radio is, there-

j

fore, a challenge to every school to make the .best use of

:~

its unlimited possibilities for the classroom.

-l~

.,J

"Radio today is a great instrument in education. With
its vast array of drama, music, forums, interviews,
world-wide news reports and comment arias, and speoialized school broadcasts, radio is potentially as important
a medium of education as the school itself."l

y~·
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There are, according to educational authorities, five
d_i_a_t_i_n_o_t_a_d__cy_un_t_a_g_,e_s_i_n_r_a_d_i_o_a_s_a._m_e_a_n_s_o_f'_d_i_s_s_e_m_i_n_a_t_i_n_g_ _---c_ _ _ _ __
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~f.
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· knowledge.
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1. . '.'Educational opportunities are egualized, for radio
brings to the student in remote areas the same diversified opportunities formerly enjoyed solely by his
urban cousin. These include operas, symphonies,
dramas, and lectures.
2. History is made realistic, for it enables every child
to listen to history in the making. The listener
pa.rtici~tes in inaugurations, dedicHtions and political gatherings and at the same time learns mare of
art, music, and drama.
3. Radio enriches school courses through actually present ing symphony concerts, drama and other educational-entertainrnent features which give the child the
:feeling that these programs are being presented for
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5.

.~im~timula
tes interest in social and community events
not only of their own iunaediate community but extend-

ing to other cities and nations.
Radio tends to bridge the n-ap between school and the
home through the carrying-~ver effect of lesBons heard
by the student at school and the parent at horne or in
club groupe, The mutual partioips.tion is thus doubly
a ffe ct i ve • ",:::;
The library and the school.

The school library should

oontributa to every phase of a broacl and wall balanced program
1
John w. Gunstream, "School on the Air,". Educational
Leadership, p. 69. (November, 1944)
2 standard Oil Company of California, Standard School
Broadcast, "Teacher's Manual," pp. 5-6. tl940-41)

----
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of education.

One of the best criteria to use in judging

the effectiveness of the program of a school is the school
library.

;-:}
.{.

"A good school library reaches in,to every phase o:f the
life of the school into every branch of the curriculum
and beyond the s.chool into the life of the community."l

Numerous devices have been reported by local libraries to accommodate war workers and service people.

Hours

of opening have been extended to permit maximum use of
;.J

library buildings.

Lending rules have been simplified to

l",t.

encourage newly resident borrowers.
"Reciprocal agreements exist between some libraries within a. county allovling exchange of· servi~es to borrowers
without payment of non-resident fees."
In view of gasoline rationing, srnne libraries have
provided for automatic renewals of books and in increosed
number of volumes per card to aid borrowers living at a distance from the library.

Many libraries, it appears, nail

books on request to residents of outlying districts.
Guidance.

One of the most important' functions of the

school is that of determining the interests, capacities, and
the educational and vocational needs of the pupils and then
directing them in a manner consistent with the findings.

At

the s rune time, pupils should be trained to be self-suffic::la:nt
·or independent, so they can guide themselves.

Teachers have

1 "Annual Southern District Convention,"

California
Library Association Commission, Public Lihrary, 1 o8 .Av:ger98
p. 436. (March 14, 1943}
2 "0ali:fornia Library News," Education :for Victory,
Volurae 3, Number 16, p. 25. (February 20, l94S)

,
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been doing thie :for yet1rs in their daily contacts vJith pupils,
but only recently has there been a conscious effort to do
what was :formally done incidentally.
"Within the possibilities of every school is the eDrly
discovery of tendencies which, if not remedied, lend to
delinquency. Habitual or frequent absences should be
checked - with hooe calls made by the teachers if no
attenclunce v~orl:e rs are available. The oe.nse may be carelessness or neglect on the part of non-understanding
parents; or it may be a school prorram which does not
enlist the child's interest - both re~ediuble if en immediate check is made by the principal or teacher. Petty
thievery by school ohiltlren, seri.ous malicious miscl1ief_ _ _ _ _ __
or worse by gangs of school boys in small and large
cities hnve been successfully dealt i7ith through .school
and community cooperation. rasdirected energy cm'l be
turned from destructive to constructive ends Ylhen the
school is on the alert v.nd supported by community interest."l
. ?

Close to any program of individ.ual guidance is the.

·;

!

consideration of J.Xt rent e duo~! tion.

Parent education has been

going on in more or less haphazard fashion by means of 1·aport cards and through oc. casionnl interviews with parents.
\:

Now, every school ey st(3m and every individuul school should
develop a consistent progrtJ.m of forJlily life education and
··
,,

parent education.

Be cause the task is. a tremenclous one does

not mean that we should be v.lJout long term. plans to improve

'.•

.: ~

the qua.lity of family living anc1 parent-child. relationships •
The war adds

incre~1.sing

emphnsis

U}JOn

the importance

and vnlue of the schools' directing out of school, horne end
community activities of pupils.

Typicnl of such activities

as are directly related to the war effort are victory garden-

lu.s. Office of Education, Juvenile ~elinTueno1 and
the Schools in ~artime. Leaflet No. 8, p. 21.
1943
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ing and food rationing, the Jup.ior Red Cross, l.wlvt.:ce of
various kinds, and school
Victory gardening.

f3~vings

fo:r stm1ps ana l1onds.

With the increasing cost and ap-

proaching :::hortages of fresh vegetables, victory gardens
have become more
culities.

th~:m

a topic of conversut ion in many lo-

Children have been setting an e:xam:ple for their

elders by finding out how to grov1 vegetables on a little
~----~plot

of Rround.

Schools are sponsoring their own

g~a~r~d~e_n_s________________

with double profits: first, the youngsters lenrn how to prepare, plant, and cultivate the grounc"t so that they can help
in garden plots at home; secoml, they are growing vegetables
for the school lunch rooms.l

In terms of statistics Dr. Wilson estimated that in
1944 there were approximately a tot ul of twenty million ama-

teur gardeners e.nd that these gardeners produced over forty
.

;,

percent of the fresh vegetable supply.

2

"lt should ~ive no small satisfaction to the educational
institutions that in nddi tion to men. ifolcl d ut ie s inmo sed.
upon the schools by the war, and despite the limiteiions
resulting from \"lartine restraints, their services to the
production of the Nation's foocl-supply through school
directec1 t;al·dening nre thus recognized.
The schools have made good prog:ress in proviuing instruction in gardening and life-size garden spnce fo:c pupils.
However, school officials, garden club leaderc, ancl other
garden agencies could re~:tlly do r.mch to expt-mc1 the opportunities for garden instruct ion. ~-'2
1

"Schools Alert for Victory Gardening," Education
for Viator~, Volume 1, No. 26, p. 1. (March 15, l945)
2
I,!.L. Wilson, "Victory Gardens and the Schools in
',.·

1945," Education for
(January 20, 1945}
3 Ibid. , p. 13

Victor~,

Volume 3, No. 14, p. 13.
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Character training, work experience, wider social
appreciations, an opportunity for creative expression ere
all afforded by gardening conclucted as an educational
~ctivity.

All c.re major objectives of education in general.

As a laboratory for science, the garden has tremendous resources.

Actually, the garden is mo.re than a labora-

tory in the school sense of the word, for its situations,

are carried out in real life terms.

Gardening may be a valu-

able means of tying scientific principles to prc.ctical life
realities and thus making them meaningful to the pupils.
The food-rationing program fo:r early 1945 was tighten, I.

etl and expand in important actions by the Office of :Price
Administration in late :December of last year.
carried out a directive iqosue d
Stabilization.

b~y

The actions

the Office of Economic

The purpose of this directive was to

"assure a more effective and equitable d.istribution of
food available for civilian consumption and thereby to
aid in the effective prose cut iof of the· war and the maintenance of a civiliv.n economy."
"Ev.ery elementary an·a s.econd.e.ry school can aid pupils to
understand the importvnce in the food rationing progranl,
nnd the reasons for these changes. In each classroom,
for example, the teacher can discuss what rationing revisions were made, why these changes •Nero introduced, and.
how they will bring about a balance between civilian focd
supplies and civilian demar.ds. During this discussion,
pupils can get the facts to answer the questions which
they and their parents have regarding the new rationing
l

James E. Mendenhall, nHow Schools Can Help Explain
the Revised Food-Rationing Program," Education for Victory,
Volume 3, No. 14, pp. 11-13. (January 20, i945)
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rules end the use of ration books under these rules.
They can also get a better understanding of the relationship of the new program to our nation's military
efforts on world battle fronts." 1
·
The American Junior Red Cross.

The

f~erican

Junior

Red Cross is a division of the membership of the American
Red Cross end is a vital part of this big movement.

Member-

ship in this organization is open to every child in any
school in the United States.
+-----~"Tl:l.ie~.::gJrniz_a:t~on

was etarted in 1917 to give opportunity for children to serve. Since then it has grown continually until now more than fourteen mill~on children
have a share in our campaign for victory."
Children becone members in the Junior

through group enrollment.

~ed

Cross

It is expected that each child

enrolled through h:l.s class group will become active in sm1e
service to qnnlify for membership in the Junior Red Cross.
The purpo.se of the Junior Red Cross program is "Service,"
and this provides opportunity for all the children to have
a share in our campaign for victory and to mal;a very definite
contributions to both the armed forces and to the community
in which they live.
"The Junior Red Cross work gives the boys and girls in
our el amen tary s. ohools many definite and important opportunities to serve and produce for winning the war.
Participation in this worl~ provides a splendd.d opportunity for the child to feel he has made definite and
important contributions toward helping win a. 3war fought
for his~ freedom, as wall as yours and mine."
l

Op. cit •• p. 12

2Helen T. Dubsky, "Junior Red CrossService in Los
Angeles Elementary Schools, '1 The Western Journal of Education, Volume XLIX, No. 2, p. 9. (February, 194~)
3 Ibid., p. 9

'/~ '
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Conserving our na.turttl and human resources - salvage.
Young people in school should not feel that their
-,

-;

part is unimportant •. They are already citizens with many o:f
the responsibilities o:f citizenship.
needs they can help to meet.

There are :four kind:s of

According to Judd the

~ads

are

as follows:
1.

'"Conserving our natural resources and protecting the
health and strength o:f our people.
------2-.-K-e--e--p-i-n-g-i-l1--f'--Q-nAed-&.-b-o~u-t~t~he~w~&-!'--ttn-d--t1le-p.r_o_blemfLnrd. _ _ _ _ _ __
needs created by the war.
3. Developing and practicing sldlls that become important
in the war.
4. Supporting the war by helping to maintain good morale
and by taking every opportunity to mak.e their energy
and their effort count.".L
·
Conservation means putting all resources to the best
. ·~

possible use.
.

··'

Conservation

me~tns

no waste.

The problems of

purohasing sohool supplies and equipment present a serious
situation.

Paper stacks are reported to be growing scarce

and it is. likely that :further curtailment in pulp supply will
result in a greater reduction of !tvailable stocks in many
types o:f paper.

Conservation dictates emphatically the use

of paper in schools.

Only so much paper should be used as is

really needed for c:arefully considered purposes.

All paper

which is used in school or elsewhere should be ca.refully saved so it can be collected and re-worked in the manufacturing
of bags, wrapping paper, and other necessary articles requiring only a low grade of paper.

lcharles H. Judd, America Organizes to Win the War,
p. 257.
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~he

duty of pupils with respect to pe.per is typiaal

with respect to ull other material resources 'from school
supplies to the child's own clothing, light, heat, and food,

The ohild 's ooncepti on of conservation of hunwn energy can

be interpreted by his sharing in
have energy for public services.

househol~

duties so ae to

The child aun a.l so under-

stand the conservation of money in the purchase of bonds and

In an article entitled "Schools and f.!cra.p" it is stated

i

~
1

1

that
"the drive for scrap materials is bei-ng pressed hard by
schools. They accept f'nlly and sympathetically the
government' a statements relative to the scarcity and the
need for cart a in mate rials, and they unclert1::l~e the scrap
drives as duties to be faithfully performed.
It is not likely that there will ever be compiled any
total figures or summary on a national basis of the work
'the, schools are doing in salvaging critical materials.
The following accounts reported in widely scattered newspapers, may help to serve this useful purpoee and also to
create on the pE.trt of the generB.l public an appreciation
for what schools are doing in the collection of scrap.
1. Paper Collection for One Day: Turning in the third
largest daily collection of the ye~r,. pupils cooperating with the Evening Star PTA Salv!O•ge for Victory program yesterday added another 58,600 pounds of old newspapers, magazines, cardboard and c t:.rtons to the growing t.otal, which has now been increased to 2,143,376
pounds.
2. Children Salvaging Waste I'a;pe r by Tons: 1.1a.ste I>a.per,
tons of' it, filled to overflowing recept&cles in many
school basements yesterdoy at the end of a he.rd day's
patriotiet labor by school children. Juvenile war ·
workers, many of them 'veteran tin can collectors,'
began the first day of the drive by lugging old newspapers and etardboard boxes from their own back porches.
Students brough approximately seven tons of paper to
the school bins.
3. Waste Fats Colleated: A total o t 3,360 pounds of wasta
kitclien fats were collected by school children. Directed by teachers and principals hundreds of children
participated. The campaign chairman announced that
the nex:t house-to-house collection is scheduled for
Friday.·
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4.

Startng . on ay so 100 o_1
ren are go1ng o e ee to it
that the city salvages all the three t·ons of tin in
the two and one half million tin cans used in the
city every month. A program for reclaiming these
tin can has be en drtnvn up by the salvage committee
with the enthusiastic approvnl of Federal, aity and
school officials, and civic leaders generally. Children of the public schools will collect these cons
from homes and t.ake them to their schools on prescribed dates.
Scrap Cam12aign' Results: The results of the scrap
campaign the last six months conducted by the schools
follows: 188k533 pounds iron; 50,936 pounds ,pe.pe r;
729 pounds of rubber: 1.810 pouncls rae_s__: 324 nound....._____ _ _ _ _ __
tin Which did not include aey rnateriDl COllected
through the town nor 1)y junk dealirs in the rural
areas or from any other sources."

5.

School savings
record.
:·
.

Before the war the schools had

a weekly savingfl plan for the children.

Since l?earl Harbor,

however, this plan has been replaced by the sale of war bonds
and stamps.

The United States Treasury Department has de-

veloped an educational program to be conducted throughout the
country.

Stimulation for this campaign has been brought

about by vorious methods.

One means of inducement is a

picture of a jeep out into sections ehowing,the amount of war
bonds and stamps the children have bought to date.

In several

schools the thermometer is used marked off by equal divisions,

1

designating the amount of money the school children have invested in this war.

The Treasury Tiepartment is also awarding

the Minute Man flag to schools who se'ilil the greatest number of
stamps and bonds.
"In the three years since Pearl Harbor over one billion

lnschools and Scrap," Education for Victory, Volume
2, lTo. 17, PP• 13-4. (March 3, 1944)

t>
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dollars in V'Wr 1)onds and stamp purchases have ·ibeen
credited to the boys m1d girls in schools, according
to a report of the ~Jni ted. Stutes Treasury.. gonthly
savings ave ro.ge more than ~~50 mill ion enough to pay
:for 200 heavy 1:1 ambers for the fighting fronts now, and
to finance o. month at college for more than 833,000 of
these smne youngsters ten years from now when their
bonds mature. In short, a $100 !e.r bond now may pay
for a month at college in 1955."
This chapter has concerned it self with major changes
in the main purpos.es of the schools, as they are reflected
in the curriculum, problems of children, the teaching stuff;
in special activities within the school such as music, radio
listening,
library and guidc'lnce.
,

The problems of the ex-

tension of the schools' direction of out-of-school and community activities have also been considered.

It is not con-

tended that this list is entirely comprehensive, but rather
that it is typical of major changes in schools both in the
nation and in California.

lop. a it • , p. 3

AU IUVESTIGATIOU OF ITAR EFFECTS 011

ELEMEll'TA.~Y.

SCHOOLS IN

,, i

I·:

C.AL IJ!'OillJ I .A

In order to survey, in a liuited way, the elementory
schools o:f the Stute o:f Cnliforniu t::nd to deterwine to what
extent the schools ure nttempting to adjust their organization and their curriculums to the progrvm of total vnr a

copy of this questionnaire apperrs in the t1ppendix.
Two hundred and thirty-two questionnaires were mailed.
On counting the returns it

wo1~

found that 141 questionno.ires

or 60.8% were answered.
The questions formulGtea. on a "yes" or "no" basis seemed more satisfactory due to tr.e ease in recording or scoring
the answers.

It was the purr)ose of the writer to facilitate

the work of the teacher in answering the questionnaires and
to speed the returns.
A few sample questionmdres were distributed to teachers
for a pre-check on the value of the form and difficulty in
scoring.

In all cases these teachers raa.dil;y agreed that as

a general

surve~

the questionnaire covered the main problems

facing the elementary s ohools, and that the form was easy to
soore.
The present population trends in California made it possible to divide the State into ten groupe for this study.
Map A shows the population increases in the various aounties
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~opulation

Trends in California

Shaded areas representa 1
inarease in population.

1 Paul V. Lane, "Population Trends in California,"
Digest, Volume 21, Uo. 1, p. 13. ( Jsnunry, 1943)

The Tax
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according to

L~ne.

1

Map B represents the ten groups from

which e. measurement was clerived in terms of percentage.
! ·,

With

this measurement it was possible to formule.te the findings of
the questionnaire.

The fifty-eight counties of California

are therefore placed into one of the ten groups.

The ten

groups are given below•
Group

1

Calaveras, Nevada, Placer, El Dorado,
Alpine, r.!ono, Mariposv., Tuolumne, and
Amador.

Group

2

Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Luis Obispo,
Kern, King Tulare, Sen Benito, and
Santa, Barbara.

Group

3

Sonoma, ~.!enclocino, Lake, Glenn, Tehama,
Butte, Trinity, v.nd Siskiyou.

Group

4

Santa Clar~t, San Joaquin, Stanisle.us,
Merced, Hadero, and Fresno.

Group

5

ltodoc, Las sen, 1?lurnas, and Shasta;

Group

6

Inyo, San Bernardino, Riverside, and
Imperial.

Group

7

Del Uorte and Humbolt.

Group

8

Sacramento, Sutter, Colusa, Yolo, Yuba,
an.d Sierra.

Group

9

Contra Costa, Ala~eda, :'.~arin,- Solano, !1apa,
San Francisco, and San Mateo.

Group

10

(:
,

I

Los Angeles, San Diego, Ventura, and Orange.

How to read the grapps.

In reading each graph it should

be noted that the horizontal line consists of numbers 1 to 10.
Number 1 is Group which consists of the following counties:
Calaveras,

.l~evada,

:?lacer, El Dorado, Alpine, :Mono, Mariposa,

1 Paul Lane, "Population Trends in California,"
Tax Digest, Volume 21, p. 12. (January, 1943)

The

6P

Tuolumne, and Mnudor.
Number 2 is Group 2 and includes the counties of Santa

Oruz, Monterey, San Luis Obispo, Kern, King, Tulare, San
Benito, and Santa Barbara.
Number 3 is Group 3.

The counties included in this

group are Sonoma, Mendocino,

Lal~e,

Glenn, Tehama, Butte,

Trinity, and Siskiyou.
Number 4 is Group 4.

The counties in this group are

Santa Clara, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, merced, Madera, and
Fresno.
Number 5 is Group 5 and includes the counties of Modoc,
Lassen, Plumas, and Shasta.
Number 6 is Group 6.
Inyo,

S~n

Bernardino,

The counties in this group are

~iverside,

Number 7 is Group

7

and Imperial.

and includes the counties of Del

Uorte and Hur.a.bol t.
Number 8 is Group 8.

The counties in this group are

Sacramento, Sutter, Colusu, Yolo, Yuba, and Sierra.
Uurnber 9 is Group 9 ancl includes the counties of
Contra Costa, Alameda, Uarin, Solano, Napa, San Francisco,
and San Mateo.
Number 10 is Group 10.

The counties in this group

are Loa Angeles, San Diego, Ventura, and Orange.
The vertical line (numbers 0 to 100) which forms a
right angle to the horizontal line (numbers 1 to 10) shows
the percentage of variation.

In other words, the vertical

line shows what percent of the schools or counties in the
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State of California have been affected by the total war
program and to v1hat degree or extent (given in· percentages)
they were prepared to meet the nationnl emergency.

The per-

cent of variation is, of course, from o% (not affected at
all) to 100% (all being affected}.
Reporting on the questionnaire.
1.

Changes in courses of study due to the war.

Group 1 (Calaveras, Nevada, Placer, ElDorado, Alpine,
Mono, Mariposa, Tuolumne, und Junador) and Group 5 (Modoc,
Lassen, Plun.1us, and Shasta) have not found it necessary to
alter their courses of study as a result of the war.
Group 7 (Del !Torte anc1 Humbol t) and Group 8 (Sacramento, Sutter, Colusa, Yolo, Yuba, and Sierra) have had
about a 2% change in their courses of study.
However, it is shown in FIGU3E l, that the courses of
study in Group 4 (Santa Clara, San Joaquin, Stanislaus,
Merced, Madera, e.ncl Fresno) have been materially altered.
Group 4 has found it necessary to change 65% of their courses
of study.
Group 9 (Contra Costa, Alv.neda, Merin, Solano, Napa,
San Francisco, and San l.lateo} have changed their courses of
study 40%.
Group 10

(Los Angeles, San Diego, Ventura, and Orange}

altered their courses of study !35%.
Group 3 (Sonoma, r.1endooino, Lake, Glenn, Tehama, Butte,
Trinity, and Siskiyou) and Grou 6 (Inyo, San Bernardino, Riveraide, and Imperial) have al tere·d their courses of study ap-
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proximately 32%.
As a result of

~orld

War II it is shown that the

courses of study in the various coru1ties of California, as
is to be expected, have not all been affected to the same
The percentage of varia.tion being o% (Groups l and

degree.

5- no change in courses of study} to 65% (most affectedGroup 4).
J'ls a result of this study 23.3% of too counties have
·made changes in their courses of study.
2.

A balanced diet centered around a noon lunch.

FIGU:ZE 2 shows that 75% of the schools in Groups: 6
(Inyo, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial) and 10 (Los
Angeles, San Diego, Ventura, and Orange) have a balanced diet
centered around a noon lunch.
Group 2 (Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Luis Obispo, Kern,
King, Tulare, San Benito, and Santa Barbara) -95% of the
schools have a balanced diet centered around a noon lunch.
Group 3 (Sonoma, Mendocino, Lake, GlEmn, Tehama, Butte,
Trinity, and Siskiyou) - 90% of the schools.
Group 4 (Santa Clara, San Joa.quin, Stanisle.us, ·vrerced,
MaderA, and Fresno) and Group 9 (Contra Costa, Alameda,
Marin, Solano, Napa, San Francisco, and San Mateo) - 80% of
the schools.
Group 5 (Modoc, Lassen, Plumas, and Shasta) - 20% of
the schools.
Group 7 (Del Norte and Humbolt) -55% of the schools.
Group 8 ( Sacro.ment o, Sutter, Colusa, Yolo, Yuba, and

to.·.

·:·,
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Sierra) - 90% of the schools.
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2, 75% of the schools have a milk progr8.m.

In Group 3 - 74%;

Group 4 - 75%; Groups 9 and 10 - 80%.

r<~i~~~~~~~T~p~~Qant~~a_Qf_xa~~LQn_iB_fJLQm_Zfr% (~~lip_lJ~t~~~~~~~-1"1il
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0
so% (Gr::~:% o:n:h: ~:blia eohoola of California have a milk
9

program.

-~;;

4.
war work..

Organization of nursery schopls due to mothers in
FIGURE 4 shows that Groups 1, 3, and 5 have not

found it necessary to set up nursery schools.

90% of the

counties in Groups 9 and 10 have found it necessary to do so.
50% of the counties in Group 4 have set up nursery
schools.

35% of the counties in Group 2; 20% of the counties

in Group 6; 30% of the counties in Group 7 ·and 10% of the
comities in Group 8.
The :t:e rcentage of vari!ttion is frma.

o%

to 90%.

In

other words, 32.5% of the counties of California have found
it necessary to organize nursery schools due to mot hers in
war industry.
5.

Has librE.try book suppliZ decreased due to the war?

FIGURE 5 shows that all schools have had their library
book supply decreased due to the war.

As oan be expected all

schools were not affected to the same degree; some more than
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Has library book supply decreased due to the war?
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o"the ra.
5% of the schools in Group 4 were affected and 35% of
the schools in Groups 9 and 10.
15% of the schools in Groups 1 snd 2 have had their
book supply decreased.

10% of the schools in Group 3; 25% of

the schools in Group 5; 20% of the schools in Groups 6 and 8;
and 30% of the schools in Group 7.

36% (Groups 9 and 10).

In other words, Group 4 had their book

supply decreased only 5% (least affected) while Groups 9 and 10
had 35% o£ the book supply decreased (most affected).
21% of the schools of California have had their library
book supply decreased.
6.

:::?sychologioal change due to father being in army

or away from home in war wor"Y..

Children need the love and

affection of both mother and father.

FIGURE 6 shows that

there is a definite psychological change v·Jh.en the father is
in the army or away from home in v1v.r work.
All schools reporting have observed a psychological
ohnnge in children of school-age which is apparent in 20% of
the schools in Group 1 (least affected) to Groups 9 e.nd 10
(most affected} - 90% of the schools.
30% of the schools in Groups 2, 3, and 5 have observed
the change; 60% of the schools in Group 4; 50% of the schools
in Groups 6 and 7; 70% of the schools in Group 8; 90% of the
schools in Groups 9 and 10.
62% of the schools have noticed a psychological change
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dua to father being in the army or away from home in war

work.
7.
attitude?

Does

~our

mus io pr og:r:am c,ent er around patriot i.o.

FIGURE 7 shows that music educators and teachers

re.alize that music is a powerful social instrur.aent - it appeals to the emotions and, therefore, make good use of it
in the schools i.e. sorep drives, stamp and bond drives, etc.

their schools have a music program centered around a patriotic
attitude.

Groups 3 and 7 report that 90% of their schools

have such a program while Group 5 reports 94% of their schools.
The percentage of variation is e1 most negligible; the
difference being 5%.

In other words, the range is from 90%

to 95%.
8.

HB.s provisio;n been made for the nervous or hys-

terical child?

FIGURE 8 shoVls that all the schools have not

made provisions for the nervous' or hysterical child.
Groups l and 5 have not made any pro'visions.

so% of

the schools in Group 9 have made provisions for the nervous
or hysteriaal child; 75% of the schools in Group 10; 65% of
the eahools in Group 8; 25% of the schools in Group 7; 501~
of the·schools in Groups 4 and 6; and 25% of the schools in
Groups 2 and 3.
The percentage of variation ~- from

51

o%

(Groups 1 and

to so% (Group 9).
39.5% of the schools have made provisions for the

nervous or hysterical child.
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FIGURE 9 shows ths.t 65;0 of the schools· in Group l
have had difficulty in obtaining necessary school materials.
Group 1 has been more affected than any other group.

60% of

the schools in Group 5 have also had qutte a bit of difficulty.
10% of the schools in Group 2 have had difficulty in

obtaining necessary materials; 20% of the schools in Groups
+-"----'4~;_.6~___9-;_an~d__l~5% of the schools in Groups 7 and 8 ;,___..an=-=d=-----------=-,~:.;.~
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40% of the schools in Group 3.
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to 65% (Group 1).
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The percentage of variation being from 10% (Group 2)
32.5% of the schools of California have

had difficulty in obtaining the necessary school materials.
10.

Teacher-pupil transportation difficulties.

FIGURE 10 shows that all schools have had teacher-pupil
transportation difficulties •.
60% of the schools in Group 5 have teacher-pupil

lf\f

transportation difficulties; 20% of the schools in Groups 9

'~

'~

and 10; 35% of the schools in Groups 1, 6, 'and 7; 45% of the

'~

schools in Groups 2 and 3; Bnd 25% of the schools in Groups

f.t
~

5 and 8.

~

transportation difficulties is from 20% (Groups 9 and 10) to

I
~·

i

l
jf
i
·~·

~-;

lf

~

I
~·

~

i

'.l!he percentage of variation in regard to teacher-pupil

60% (Group 5).

34.5% of the schools of California have had teacher

pupil transportation difficulties.
11.

Curriculums built around the war effort.

FIGURE

11 shows that 78% of the schools in Group 9 have curriculums
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built around the war e ±'fort.

,·f

10; 65% of the schools in Groups 3 and 6; 50% of the schools

rrt

in Group 7; 31% of the schools in Group 4; 20% of the schools

:f;t~'

in Group 5; 2% of the schools in Groups 1 and. 2; and

:m

the. sohools in Group 8.

72% of the schools in Group

1%

of

·''·1

:{{
)I
~~

The .percentage of variation being from 1% (Group 8) to
78% (Group 9).

38.6'/0 of the schools of California have cur-

:~.~~_ __..rc...oi._...ouJ.JllJlEL_'bu_i_l t around the war effort.
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12.

Junior Red Cro,ss Corps.

FIGURE 12 showe that

. nearly half of the schools in Csl ifornia have a Junior Re.d

,1

Cross Corps.

·~

a Junior Red Cross Corps; 65% of the schools in Groups 3 and
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75% of the schools in Groups 1, 4, and 10 have

6; 50% of the schools in Groups 2, 7, and 8; 40% of the schools
in Group 5; and 25% of the schools in Group 9.
The percentage of variation is from 251o (Group 9) to
75% (Groups 1, 4, and 10).

57% of the schools of California

hnve a Junior Red Cross •
13.

Teacher salary increases.

FIGUrtE 13 shows that

·~
!~

the various counties of California have found it necessary to
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inorea~e
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the salaries of their teaoherE in order to retain

their servioes.
98% of the counties in Group 10 have increased the
salaries of their teachere; 66% of the counties in Groups 4,
5, and 6; 69% of the counties in Group 9; 39% of the counties

in Group 7; 30% o:f the counties in Groups 1 and 8; 25% of the
aounties in Group 2; and 20% of the counties in Group 3.
'lrhe percentage of variation in regard to teacher sala-
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ries is from 20% (Group 3) to 98% (Group 10).

In other

words • 20% of the counties in Group 3 have in'crea.sed. the
salaries of their teachers and 98~~ of the counties in Group
10 have done the same.
Almost half or 49.9% of the counties reporting have
increased the salary of this professional gro,up.
14.

Lunches affected

b~

rationing.

FIGURE 14 shows

! (

state; sone, of course, being more affected than others.
25% of the school lunches in Groups 4, 6, and 10 have
been a:f:fe eta d by the rationing program.
in Group 7;

so%

85% o.:f the schools

of the schools in Group 8; 76% of the schools

in Group 1; 74% of the schools in Group 3;

Go%

of the schools

in Group 5; and 39% of the schools in Group 9.
The percentage of variation being from 25% (Groups 4,
6, and 10) to 75/fo (Group 7)

Over half or 51.8% of the school

lunches are affected by the rationing progrHm.
15.
mothers iD;,

Has afternoon progrom been organized due to
,industr~ ·?

FIGURE 15 shows that Groups 1 and 3 do

not have an afternoon program.

These two groups are not

located around the bay area or in the southern part of the
sta. te where defense workers are concentrated.
60% of the schools in Group 9 have organized an afternoon program.

65% of the schools in Group 10 also have such

a program; 301~ of the schools in Group 2; 60% of the schools
in Groups 4 and 8; 16% of the schools in Group 6; and 20% of
the schools in Groups 6 and 7.
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Has afternoon program been organi~ad due to
mothers in war industry?·

89
The percentage of variation is from

o%

(Groups 1 end

3 -no afternoon program) to 60% (Group 9) 0f the schools

having such a progrvm.

30% of the schools reporting have

organized an afternoon program due to mothers in war industry.
16.

Does teacher have to taka on the task of trans-

porting children?

FIGURE 16 shows that 5% of the schools in

Groups 4 and 8 the teacher has to take on the task of transporting children.
45% of the schools in Group 1 request that their

teachers ta17e on this added tasJ:;; 25% of the schools in Group
2; 30% of the schools in Group 3; 5% of the schools in Groups

4 and 8; 50% of the schools in Group 5; 10% of the schools in

Groups 6 and 7; 15% of the schools in Group 9; and 20% of the
schools in Group 10.
The percentar,e of variation is from 5% (Groups 4-8) to
50% (Group 5).

In other words, 5% of the schools in Groups

4 and 8 ask their teachers to take on this a.ddi tional taek,
while 50% of the schools in Group 5 ask their teachers to do
the same.

21.5% of the schools reporting showed that the teacher
takes on the task of

17.
r,eadipg?

tra~sporting

children.

Has the influence of the

war~.

affected type of

FIGURE 17 shows that the war has played an impor-

tant part on the type of rending.
70% of the schools in Groupe 5 and 10 report that the
wa~ has affected the type of reading.

35% of the schools in
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Groups 3 and 8 have noticed the influence of the war and its
affect on the type of reading; 50% of the schools in Groups
1 and 7; 40% of the schools in Groups 2 and 6; 55% of the

a chools in Group 4; and 607'(; of the schools in Group 9.
The percentage of variation is from 35~ (Groups 3 and

t-

i:r----

~

8) to 70% (Groups 5 and 10).
50.5;6 of 1ihe schools in Californht have had their type
o:f reading ·a fft3 cted by~-------------------------------------------the v1ar.

18.
farms.

Absentee ism in unper e;rncle s a.ue to wor worl: on

FIGUHE 18 shows that 75% of the schools in Group 2

reported absenteeiem clue to v1ork on farr:1s.

Group 2 is most

affected by abse nteo imn nncl GroUl) 8 the least affected.

607b o:f the schools in Group 1 have been af'i'e cte cl by
absentee ism due to war work on farms; 75% of the schools ill
Group 2; 6l;b of the schools in Groups 3 and 4; 18% of the
schools in Group 5; 25~6 of the schools in Group 6; 701& of the
I

schools in Group 7; lO;'s of the schools in Group 8; 45% of the
schools in Group 9; v.nd 25% of the schools in Group 10.
37.9;G of the schools re}:-'orting have been effected by
a.bset?.teeism due to v;ork on farrns.
19.

Has administrative or supervisor;

tailecl due to tr,ans;portation pro,blems?

~dd.

been _y,ill;:_-

F'IGURE 19 shows that

a.dministrntive or SUJ)ervisory aid has not been curtailed
very much because of transportation problems.

Possibly Ra-

tioning Boards have been notified by the State Department o:f
Education to issue gas counons to

administrator~:

o.nd. super-

visors because teac'ners, ezpecially war-emergency teachers,
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need the advice and hell) of su.pervis ors now more· the.Y,l ever
before.
Administrative or supervisory aid he.s not been curtailed ut all in Group 7.

However, it lms been c·urtailed

in 25% of the schools in Group 5; 20% of the schools in
Groups G tmd 8; 10~~ of the schools in C·roups 3, 9, and 10;
5% of the schools in Groups 1 ancl 4; encl 4~ of the schools

The percente.ge of variation is from
25~0 (Group 5).

o%

(Group 7} to

10.9% of the schools re por·ting have had

their a.dministrnt iva or supervisory aid curtuile d.
20.

Has a(lditional teacher aid been given?

FIGUJ.E

! ··,

20 shows that 10% of the schools in Groups 1 and 5 have been
given additional teacher aid.

35% of the schools in Groups

2 and 8; 30% of the cchools in Group 3; 50% of the schools
in Groups 4 and 6; so% of the schools in Group 10; 25~ of
the schools in Group 7; and 70% of the schools in Group 9.
The percentage of var h1ti on being from 10%' {Groups 1 ond 5)
to

so%

(Group 10).
Due to the increase of war workers around the Bay

Area and the southern part of the State Groups 9 and lC
especially have found it necessary to give additional teach'er aid.

Also, counties not having war industries, etc.

have not found it necessary to give additional teacher aid.
31.5% of the counties have found it.necessary to give

additional teacher aid, according to the returns.
21.

. ··~:

Has enrollQent increased due to school in war
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;eroduotion ar.ea?

FIGU;\E 21 shows that all erou:ps have had

enrollment increases except Group 1 ( CalaverDs,

~!evade.,

l'laoer, El Dorado, Alpine , I.!ono, Mariposa, Tuolumne, and
Amador Counti~s).

,.
b

95% of the schools in Groups 9 and 10 have had enrollment increases; 40% of the schools in Group 2; 25% of the
schools in Group 3; 70% of the schools in Group 4; 10% of
-----"tR.~---B-GhO-O-ls-:Ln__G_:r_Qu,_u__5_; 75~ of the schools in Group 6_; and

50% of the schools in Groups 7 and B.
!t is shown that the percent of· variation is from no
increases at all

Co% -

Group 1) to 95% (Groups 9 and 10}.

47% of the schoole of the State reported enrollment
inoree.ses.
22.

Has absenteeism inor·eased due to relaxed home

oonditions?

FIGURE 22 shows that absenteeism has inaret.sed

-in many schools due to relaxed home conditions.

The grea.test

percentage of increase has occurred in Groups 9 and 10.
35% of the schools in Groups 1 and 3 have had increased absenteeism aue to relaxed howe conditions; 50% of the
schools in Groups 2 and 5; 40~ of the schools in Group 7;
80% of the schools in Groups 6 and 8; 60% of the schools in
Group 4; and 85% of the schools in Groups 9 and 10.
There seems to be a tendency towards an increase of
absenteeism in the schools due to relaxed home condi tiona
throughout the State.

Of course, this problem is much more

serious in Groups 9 and 10, although Groups 6 and 8 run a
oloae sec on d.
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Has absenteeism inoreased due to ·relaxed home
oonditions?
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Groups 1 and 3 (least a.ffe cted) report that only 35%
of their schools have had t'm increElSe in absenteeism.

85%

of the schools in Groups 9 and 10 (most affected) have to
deal with this very important problem,
60% of the schools reporting state that absenteeism

has i'noreased in California due to relaxed home conditions •
•
23. Do you· have a vi otory garden program? FIGURE 23
---~.s-h-G-\"l-e-:--th~a-t-4-G-%-e-f-t-h-e-s-e-h-e-e-l--s-i-n-G-~eu-r~-s-l-a-n-d-S-h-e-ve-e.-V-i-Q ------~

tory garden program; 35% of the schools in Groups 2 and 8;
25% of the Echools in Groups 3 and 7; 20% of the schools in
Groups 9 a.nd 10; 15% o:f the schools in Group 4; and 30% of.
the schools in Group 5.
The percent age of varia.ti on is from 15~ (Group 4) to
40% (Groups 1 and 6).

28.5% of the schools re11ort ing lw ve

.a victory garden prpgram.
24.
that

ma~

Do

~ou

have a scrap program?

of the schools are

~rticipa~ing

fort such as collecting scl·ap.

FIGURE 24 shows
in the war ef-

90% of the schools in Groups

1, 2, 4, and 5 have a scrap program and 95% of the schools

in Groups 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 have such a program.
General results indicated in the returns.
1.

23.3% of the counties of the State have made changes
in their courses of study due to the war.

2.

72.5% of the schools have a balanced diet centered
around a noon lunch.

3.

65.7% of the schools have a milk program.

4.

32.5% of the c ount:i:Bs have organized nursery schools
due to· mothers in war work.

5.

21% of the schools have had their library book supply decreased.
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6.

52% of the schools have noticed a psychological
change due to father being in th.e arrey or away
from home in war work.

7.

90% of the schools center their music program
around patriotic attitude.

8.

39.5% of the schools have made provisions for the
nervous or hysterical child.

9.

32.5% of the counties have had difficulty in
obtaining necessary school materials.

10.

34.5% of the schools have had teacher-pupil trans-

~~--~----~:J?-G~-ta~~i-G-n~d-i~f-f-1-o-ul-t~ie-s- ..-~--------~-------

11.

38.5% of the schools have curriculums built around
the war effort.

12.

57% of the schools have a Junior Red Cross.

13.

49.9/~

14.

51.8% of the school lunches are affected by the
rationing program.

15.

30% o:f the schools have organized e.n afternoon
program due to mothers in war industry.

16.

21.5% o:f the schools showed that the teacher takes
on the task of transporting children.

17.

50.5% of the schools have had their type of reading affected by the war.

18;

37.9% of the schools have been affected by absenteeism due to work on farms.

of the counties have increased the salaries
of their teachers.

10.9% of the counties have had their administrative or supervisory aid curtailed.
31.5% o~ the counties have found it necessary to
give additional teacher aid.
47% of the schools reported enrollment inareases.
60% of the schools report that absenteeism has increased due to rele.xed home conditions.
23.

28.5% o:f the schools have a viatory garden progre.m.

24.

Approximately 90% of the schools have a scrap program.
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Thus it can be

s~~en

that 1Vorld War II has affected the

schools of the Nation encl of California in a direct and
material way.

Some of the nnj or 1"'roblems with which the

schools have been confronted are: large enrollments, shortage of teachers which has resulted in the issuance of war
emergency credentials, organization of nursery schools due
to mothers in war work, recognition by the school that children develop definite psychological changes due to father
being in the army or away from home in war work, etc.
)

The war has had its greatest effect upon the Bay Area
and the southern part of the S{Jate with the result that approximately one-fourth of the counties have found it necessary to make changes in their courses of study, almost hulf
of the counties have increused the salary of their teachers
in order to retain their services, incree.se i11 Eibsenteeism
due to relaxed home conditions, etc.
However, many of the schools are ].X.rticipating in an
all out effort in the more obvious war activities such as buying stamps and bonds, salvage-scrap, victory gardens, ate.
Even though the schools are faced with many perplexing
war problems, the tendency is to cope with the situation and
do the best that is possible for the children, the school, the
community, the State, and the Nation.

CU.Al"'TER VI
SUMMARY AliiD CONCLUSIOlJS

Summary.

In almost every article publ is he d by educa-

tional magazines recognition is given to the fact that the
school aannot maintain a program apart from the. life and the
problems of the nation, and that a dynamic conception af
education is the only appropriate view in a living denocracy.

failure in peace as it does in war.
The school's reaponsibility in a wnrtime society is
to view the situation v1ithout distortion, to see the present
in its relation to the future.
A comprehensive prog·rem of education to t;leet the total
war program rnust be complete enough to provide for e.ll youth
the type of education which vtill enable them to res.l ize
maximurn individual growth and self development, as well as
to insure social well-being ancl progress throughout the learning period.

There is no way to improve the war ld e:xcept to

improve huJnan life.

Our gree.test m-tional resources are

human values.
Newspaper editorials question the practicability of
the school program and demand tangible results, such as increased proficiency in mathematics and the sciences.

Never-

theless, supervisors and teachers have the responsibility of
looking beyond the demands of the present when these pupils·
as citizens will decide the nation's course.
the pressure, the school cannot

~·bdicnte

However, great

its position of re-

107
sponsibility.

Our nation will have to carry the greatest

program of adult education and re-training ever conceived in
order to refit service veterans and war workers into

p3

nceful

industry.
The present problems facing the schools of California
and the llation in the total war period as detailed in this
study show the numerous needs of the elerJentary schools today.
These problems encompass every phase of education from the
child to the safety. of the building in which he is housed.
Administrators and teachers realize that education is bound
to be affected and know that all educational institutions
must go "all out'' for victory.
The school and community can cooperate to deepen our
understanding of what we are fighting for and what must be
done to achieve victory on the home front and victory in the
peace.
In preparing for the responsibility

o~

post war re-

construction edu.ca tors must take steps to' shape the curriculum of the future so the young will be trmght to realize
the unity of nwnkind so that they will understand they are
members not only of their community and of their nation but

of the world at large.
Young people in school should not feel tha.t ttheir part
· is unimportant.

They are already, citizens with many of the
I

responsibilities of citizenship.
Opportunities for the more obvious war directed activities such as gardening, scrap and stamp drives, child

lOS
care training, and the like are now emphasized in many
schools.

Working together for a common pu·r:posa in itself

lifts the level of patriotism toward one's cornnlUni ty and
country.
The elementary school has a two fold responsibility
in the present crisis.

First, the school should develop an

educational program fo::r: toduy' s children in· meeting

dnil~r

emergencies aml sa cond, one that v1ill provide them ·with the
kind of understand.ing and the capacities for baJEnced judgments that will furnish the foundation for their effective
citizenship.
Education must be at its best to handle adequately·
the major problems:

(1) the winning of the quickest possible

victory and (2) the gaining of the best.possible peace.

The

elementary school can contribute immeasurably to the winning
o£ the war.

Every classroom can become a leboratory of patriot-

ic endeavor to aid the war effort.
Conclusions.

As ~ result of this· study the following

conclusions regarding the Elementary Schools in California and
the Total War J?rogram have been formulated:
1.

The school and community can cooperate to deepen
our unclerstanding of what we nre fighting for and
whet must be done to achieve viet ory on the home
front and victory in the peace.
·

2.

Schools can contribute to the war effort in many
ways and young :people in school should not feel
that their pert is unimpar tant.

3.

Teachers in elementary schools are accepting increased responsibilities in activities which promote the he~lth of children during wartime.
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4.

There is a need for the reconstruction of the currtculwn to prepare children to meet war a.nd post
war problems. -

5.

11a.ny schools are moa.ifying their courses of s.tudy
in all ways where nee de and 1.-e;oks become apparent
so that rno re funct iom.1.l instruction can be offered.

6.

Schools are utilizing the odd jobs, c.arnpaigns, and
drives in which children engage to mal:e regular
instruction more c onere te, meaningful, and vi tal
to the pupil.

7.

Elementary schools are emphasizing the ideals of
freedom and equality for which we are fighting.

8.

.ii.ll important poJn~lat ion increases are concentrated
around the Bay Area and e:xtre~ne south. Gains are
also shovm for Sacramento, Yolo, Sutter, and Yuba
Counties.
(See MAP A, p. 63). These increases are
due primarily to industrial expansion or war construction.

As u result of the findings in this stuc1;y und of. the
literature in the field, it is conclucled that the schools o£
California are not fully preparecl to meet the Total
gram.

~·:ur

Pro ..

However, they have fnced the challenge vers nell indeed,

but the schools need the help of the children, the

te~chers,

the administrators, the fmailie s, and the conmuni ties ff they
can realize, to son1e extent, the ultt:rwte aims ofeducation
in wartiue and the nev1 problea.1s the Total 1Jar presents as o:p:posed to those in peacetime.

'}
J·
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APPE:NDIX

i

Enclosed please find questionnaire r~-garuing-the·--------------
"Effect of \lorld War II on the Elementary Schools of California." As this is a general study the questions have
been reduced to either an affirmative or negative answer.
If, as you read the questions you would check your reactions the sheets should not be too tedious and would
take the least possible time.
It is not necessary to include name of teacher or
school unless you so desire. !.!ay I hope that you will
fill out the questionnaire ·and return ~~s soon as possible
or before April 16th.
Thank you for your

}~inU.rtess.

Sincerely,

(Signed)

.

~'

~·.

M.l~.

Deffterios

ii

County

number of Teachers
J:Tnmbe r of ~ooms
A.D.A. (avcrase)

1.

Has Course of Stud,y 1)een wateriEJ.lly
war?

2.

Has public opinion elterod. Course of Study'?
Yes

3.

Have ne cessa.ry r.m.terials been

~1-l tered

due to the
Yes
No

--

uno1)tainable~

Yes

4.

Has e nr olltne ntue c re n sed

-Uo-

-No-

dl.:n;r-·---'c-o-fam-1:-l--".i~e-s-~e-a-v-i-l'l.g-ur-Et~L?._ _ _ _ __

Yes

-No

5.

Has enroll~nent incrEH.ised due to school in war !)reduction area?
Yes
No

6.

Has additional teacher 8id been given?

7.

Have salary increr'.sec1 been given c.1ue to increasnd. cost
of living?
Yes . Ho

---

Yes

No

......_.,..

8.

Has

nurser~1

---

school been orgnnized in district dne to
Yes_No_

mot hers in vmr industry'?

9.

Has afternoon
wo.r industry?

pro~rm.'l

been

org~mizeo

due to mothers in
Yes_!:to_

10.

Do you have scheduled time for each war effort underta1:.ing such as gathering scrap?
Yes_Uo_

11.

Is ho:ne study reduced to allow time for tee:chers and
pupils to clo voluntary vwr work?
Yes_No_

12.

Has teacher provided e.ddi tional space in classroom for
war activity'?
Yes_No_

13.

Have tools and. equipment been provided for war activities such as tools for gardening?
Yes ___No___

14.

Is a balanced diet centered. around a noon lunch
available?
Yea
No

15.

Are luncheon facilities available?

Yes

lG.

Does acnool have milk program?

Yes

17.

Have parents volunteered to handle lunch program?

--No

---

Yes

No ·

... No

~ii

18.

19.

f

If lunch program, do you have lunch training program
Yes
No

if volunteers are used?

---

Does Red 'Cross ohaptel' aid in lunch program?
Yes

No

20,

Are the lunche.s that are brousht by children affected
by rationing of fond?
Yes
No

21.

Has Red Cross, P.T.A., or other public agency sponsored
mimeographed or printed rn.aterie.l to aid mother in lunch
preparation?
Yes~o---

22.

Do you ha Junior Red Cross Corps'?

Yes

24.

Do you have a scrap program?

Yes_No_

25.

Do you have a curriculum built around the wer effort
such as aviation, etc.?
Yes
No

26.

Does present rationing program effect school lunch
program?
Yes
No :

27.

Do you have tre.nsportation difficulties? Yes

28.

If rural school, do children have to W[~.lk more than
distance prescribed. in school law due to gas and tires?
Yes_l:Jo_

29.

Does teacher have to take on task of tr8nsporting children?
Yes
No

30.

Does your music program center around patriotic attitude?
Yes
No

31.

Has provision been made for the nervous or hysterical
child?
Yes
No

32.

Have you noticed any p8J7chologicel change due to father
being in army or away from home in war work?
Yes
No

33.

Has absenteeism inore!1.sed due to relaxed hor.1e conditions?
Yes
No

34.

Has absenteeism (if rural} incrensed in upper grades
due to work on farm?
Yas_No_

35,

Has there bean noticeable decrease of library reading
among children?
Yes ___No___

--

-!To

---

--

-Uo

--

--

--

--

--

·J

.'.;]:

~t~t

'.

•

iv
36.

Has tte influence of the v1ar e.ffect.ed t;ype of reading?
Yes_Ho_

37.

Has

38.

Has administretive or surJervisory aid been curtailed
due to tnmsportat ion problems?
Yes_Ho_

librar~;

boolc supply decreased d.ue to the war?
Yes
lTo

--

